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 ‘The Daring of Poets Later Born’: 

The Uranian Continuum, 1858-2005 
 

 

 

‘Because Beneath the Lake a Treasure Sank’: 

Johnson’s Shaping of Ionica and Dolben 

 
 

Boy, go convey this purse to Pedringano; 

Thou knowest the prison; closely give it him. 
 

[….]  
 

Thou with his pardon shalt attend him still. 

Show him this box; tell him his pardon’s in’t. 

But open’t not, […] if thou lovest thy life. 

         (Lorenzo to his pageboy, The Spanish Tragedy)
1
 

 

 

William Johnson (later Cory), who was educated at Eton and King’s College, 

Cambridge,
2
 returned to Eton in 1845 as a Classics master, and taught there until 

he was dismissed in 1872 for exercising a paederastic pedagogy that Timothy 

d’Arch Smith describes as a ‘brand of passive inversion’.
3
  While at Eton, 

Johnson had an ‘ability to pick out apt and sympathetic pupils’, which, although 

praised educationally, created ‘a less palatable, deeper-seated reputation of a 

                                                 
 
1
 Thomas Kyd (attributed), The Spanish Tragedy, in Katharine Eisaman Maus, ed., Four 

Revenge Tragedies (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1998), III, iv, lines 61-73. 
2
 At King’s College, Cambridge, Johnson was a celebrated student, gaining the 

Chancellor’s English Medal for a poem titled Plato in 1843, and the Craven Scholarship 

in 1844.  He was appointed to an assistant mastership at Eton upon graduating from 

Cambridge.  See William Johnson (later Cory), Ionica [Parts I and II], by William Cory, 

with biographical intro. and notes by Arthur C. Benson (London: George Allen, 1905), 

p.xii.  All of Johnson’s poems are taken from this volume; abbreviated as Ionica 1905. 
3
 Timothy d’Arch Smith, Love in Earnest: Some Notes on the Lives and Writings of 

English ‘Uranian’ Poets from 1889 to 1930 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970), 

p.6.   ‘In April 1872 Johnson suddenly resigned at Eton, and no one can be quite sure of 

the exact circumstances of his resignation.  There is no question, however, that he was 

dangerously fond of a number of boys.  Although he probably did not allow his affections 

to take any physical form, he permitted intimacies between the boys.  This conduct was 

brought to the notice of the headmaster, James Hornsby, who demanded Johnson’s 

resignation, and Johnson retired quietly’ (Tim Card, ‘William Johnson Cory’, DNB). 
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wayward personality who “was apt to make favourites”’.
1
  Among his 

‘favourites’ were boys who would later distinguish themselves as Uranians, such 

as Howard Overing Sturgis (1855-1920), whose novel Tim (1891) is the tale of a 

love affair between two Eton boys; Reginald Baliol Brett (1852-1930; second 

Viscount Esher), whose collection of poems Foam (1893) is overshadowed by 

Johnson, of whom Lord Esher writes, ‘A teacher’s voice, so well obeyed, / 

Whose old tradition lingers yet’
2
; Archibald Philip Primrose (1847-1929; 5

th
 Earl 

of Rosebery), who eventually became the British Foreign Secretary and briefly 

Prime Minister, as well as a patron of various Uranian circles in England and 

Italy; Oscar Browning, who himself returned to Eton as a master, only to be 

dismissed in 1875 under the same cloud as Johnson
3
; and Digby Mackworth 

Dolben, ‘a Christian Uranian’,
4
 whose influence over the group is only pitifully 

acknowledged, though he is memorable for his posthumous collection of poems 

edited by his friend and distant cousin, the then Poet Laureate Robert Bridges, 

and for serving as the muse for Gerard Manley Hopkins, who garlanded the 

drowned Dolben with a devotion like that of Marius the Epicurean for Flavian, 

for, in Hopkins’s words, ‘there can very seldom have happened the loss of so 

much beauty (in body and mind and life) and of the promise of still more as there 

has been in his case — seldom I mean, in the whole world’ (30 August 1867, 

Letters I, pp.16-17), or in Bridges’s less-impassioned assessment, ‘his early death 

endeared and sanctified his memory, [and] loving grief would generously grant 

him the laurels which he had never worn’ (Dolben 1915, p.viii). 

That a number of young Etonians appreciated Johnson’s affections and 

returned them bountifully was a feature of his pedagogy that fostered enemies 

among his fellows: 

 
The eccentric Cory, surrounded by intelligent and favoured boys, holding 

himself cynically aloof from the rest [of the Eton faculty and students] who 

persistently whispered among themselves that Cory ate opium, fell an easy 

victim to [Headmaster Dr James John] Hornby’s axe.  Despite his meticulous 

preparation of lessons, his liberal ideas on education and his sensible and far-

sighted tenet that the French language should be as compulsory as Latin in the 

curriculum, he was politely but firmly asked to resign.  He was deeply hurt and 

                                                 
1
 D’Arch Smith, p.4. 

2
 See ibid., p.92.  ‘Lord Esher we have noted to have been educated at Eton under Cory, 

to have been singled out by that unerring eye as a budding Uranian, and to become the 

author of a charming and grateful biography of his old teacher, Ionicus (1923).  Esher 

embarked on a career in court circles and was responsible for the funeral arrangements of 

Queen Victoria’ (pp.90-91).  He was also a close friend of Lord Arthur Somerset. 
3
 See Linda Dowling, ‘Ruskin’s Pied Beauty and the Construction of a “Homosexual” 

Code’, Victorian Newsletter, 75 (1989), pp.1-8 (pp.7-8).  While a student at Eton, 

Browning was in the house of William Johnson (Richard Davenport-Hines, ‘Oscar 

Browning’, DNB). 
4
 D’Arch Smith, p.188.  D’Arch Smith also observes that ‘The list of Cory’s pupils 

demonstrates his unswerving eye for a budding author’ (p.9). 
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he never forgave those who exiled him nor forgot the days with the pupils he 

loved.  ‘I have undergone a very strange wounding’, he wrote to Francis Warre 

Cornish, ‘I feel a wish to hear children laughing’.
1
 

 

 

      
 

              William Johnson (later Cory)      Digby Mackworth Dolben 
 

 

While yet at his beloved Eton — ‘my brethren and my home’ 

(‘Retrospect of School Life’, line 40) — Johnson left his mark upon the Uranian 

movement, a movement that was, in many ways, his creation — or, in the 

phrasing of d’Arch Smith, ‘Cory gave the Uranians at once an inspiration and an 

                                                 
1
 D’Arch Smith, pp.6-7.  See Rupert Hart-Davis, ed. with intro., The Lyttelton Hart-Davis 

Letters: Correspondence of George Lyttelton and Rupert Hart-Davis, 1955-1962 

(London: John Murray, 1978-79), pp.19-20, where Johnson’s views on education, views 

strikingly parallel to Pater’s, are quoted: 

You go to a great school not so much for knowledge as for arts and habits, for 

the habit of attention, for the art of expression, for the art of assuming at a 

moment’s notice a new intellectual position, for the art of entering quickly into 

another person’s thoughts, for the habit of submitting to censure and refutation, 

for the art of indicating assent or dissent in graduated terms, for the habit of 

regarding minute points of accuracy, for the art of working out what is possible 

in a given time, for taste, for discrimination, for mental courage, and for mental 

soberness. 
 

Johnson’s influence was not limited to boys.  Mary Elizabeth Coleridge (1861-1907), 

great-granddaughter of Samuel Taylor Coleridge’s elder brother, James, was educated in 

Classics and encouraged to write her own poetry by Johnson, who was her father’s friend.  

In one of those recurring ironies of fate, many of the poems that Johnson helped to foster 

appeared anonymously in Fancy’s Following, published by the Daniel Press in 1896 — at 

the instigation of Robert Bridges. 
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example’.
1
  Johnson’s influence sprang, in part, from the verses of his Ionica, a 

‘classic paean to romantic paiderastia’,
2
 privately printed in a limited edition by 

Smith, Elder & Co. in 1858 (at a cost of £40), and supplemented by Ionica II in 

1877, privately printed by Cambridge University Press.  These two collections 

(the latter constituting little more than a pamphlet) were subsequently reprinted 

by George Allen as a single volume bound in Eton blue in 1890 (though dated 

1891) and reissued in 1905 with a biographical introduction by Arthur C. 

Benson
3
 — not that Benson’s trite memoir was needed, since the 

autobiographical nature of Ionica is emphasised by its first poem, ‘Desiderato’, 

Johnson imploring his reader to ‘seek for his heart within his book’ (line 16), a 

book that constitutes a blazon and an apologia of the paederastic pedagogy for 

which he would be banished from Eton: 

 
And when I may no longer live,  

       They’ll say, who know the truth,  

He gave whate’er he had to give  

       To freedom and to youth.  (‘Academus’, lines 37-40) 

 

To youth, Johnson bestowed his passions for literature, art, and carpe diem, 

passions he often found reciprocated by his favoured Etonians: 

 
[This boy] dares to speak of what he loves:  to-day  

       He talked of art, and led me on to teach,  
 

       And glanced, as poets glance, at pages  

Full of bright Florence and warm Umbrian skies; 

Not slighting modern greatness, for the wise 

       Can sort the treasures of the circling ages.   

(‘Study of Boyhood’, lines 23-28)
4
 

 

                                                 
1
 D’Arch Smith, p.11. 

2
 Linda Dowling, Hellenism and Homosexuality in Victorian Oxford (Ithaca, NY: Cornell 

University Press, 1994), p.114. 
3
 In the case of Johnson, Benson faced many of the same biographical conundrums that he 

had faced earlier with Pater, encapsulated in the warning by Francis Warre Cornish 

(1839-1916) that a biographical account of Johnson ‘wd only stir the wasps who sit upon 

the tomb’ — Magdalene College, Cambridge, Arthur Benson Diary, 9 (40), 25 November 

1901. As a close friend of the deceased Johnson, and as the person who had already 

edited the substantial Extracts from the Letters and Journals of William Cory (Oxford: 

Printed for subscribers, 1897), Warre Cornish was uniquely positioned to make such a 

warning. 
4
 ‘Thanks to Lord Esher’s Appendix to his biography, Ionicus, which prints Cory’s 

[handwritten] notes in his personal copy of Ionica, we know […] that some of the poems 

were addressed to one of his favourite pupils, Charles Wood (later Viscount Halifax), 

although, as Cory noted, the subject was unaware of them’ (d’Arch Smith, p.9). 
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To freedom, Johnson bestowed a bittersweet renunciation, recognising that a 

boyhood well-cultivated led to a flight of liberation from all who had mastered it, 

even through love — an inevitability Johnson characterises with greater finesse 

than does Hopkins, for Hopkins is plagued with fears for his beloved bugler boy 

whose ‘freshyouth [is] fretted in a bloomfall all portending / That sweet’s sweeter 

ending’ (‘Bugler’s First Communion’, lines 30-31).  Johnson writes: 

 
Why fret? the hawks I trained are flown:  

       ’Twas nature bade them range;  

I could not keep their wings half-grown,  

       I could not bar the change.  
 

With lattice opened wide I stand  

       To watch their eager flight;  

With broken jesses in my hand  

       I muse on their delight.  (‘Reparabo’, lines 13-20) 

 

Johnson understood that, beyond Eton’s latticework, dangers awaited his young 

hawks — Hopkinsian embodiments of ‘air, pride, plume’ (‘Windhover’, line 9) 

— dangers they would have to face alone, though the possibility of their wounded 

return seems almost wished for by the falconer-poet: 

 
And, oh! if one with sullied plume  

       Should droop in mid career,  

My love makes signals: — ‘There is room,  

      Oh bleeding wanderer, here’.  (‘Reparabo’, lines 21-24) 

 

These lines bespeak far too much humanity and nobility for readers to dismiss 

Johnson’s sentiments as merely maladjusted, psychotic, immoral, sinful, fringe, 

objectionable, and/or intrusive, despite the fact that his verses reject the system of 

controls over the body that Victorian society attempted to instil (and that 

contemporary society still does) — those permanent ‘jesses’, those ‘mind-forg’d 

manacles’ — drawing into question many of the established tenets of Victorian 

society (and those of today), providing an affront that fronted issues about love, 

youth, and freedom normally taken as categorical.  Perhaps unsurprisingly, 

Johnson’s pedagogical practices and their attendant sentiments would find their 

most poignant elucidation in ‘A Masculine Culture’, Aphorism 259 of Human, 
All Too Human by Friedrich Wilhelm Nietzsche (1844-1900): 

 
Greek culture of the classical era is a masculine culture. […] The erotic 

relationship of the men with the youths was, to a degree we can no longer 

comprehend, the sole and necessary presupposition of all male education […] 

All the practical idealism of the Hellenic nature threw itself upon this 

relationship, and young people have probably never since been treated with so 

much attention and kindness or so completely with a view to enhancing their 

best qualities (virtus) as they were in the sixth and fifth centuries — in 
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accordance, that is, with [Friedrich] Hölderlin’s fine maxim ‘for the mortal gives 

of his best when loving’.
1
 

 

Johnson did, indeed, ‘give of his best when loving’, and he dared to 

practise such a ‘giving’ despite stringent opposition — social, medical, ethical, 

religious, legal, political, educational, and familial — opposition that would, in 

time, (mis)label his love as ‘corrupting’, and banish him from Eton accordingly.  

Nevertheless, as a result of his paederastic pedagogy and his Ionica, Johnson 

fostered and forecasted, perhaps invoked, what would become the distinct 

positionality explored in the preceding chapters through the lives and writings of 

his more-famous contemporaries Hopkins, Pater, and Wilde — a positionality 

achieved by telling other tales, making other claims, positing other realities than 

those of his contemporaries or of our own.  As the Uranian patron saint, William 

Johnson (later Cory) truly warrants, for good or ill, the title ‘Sanctus pæderasta’, 

for it was he who had passed on to his Etonians and their Oxford contemporaries 

this eccentric positionality, the Victorian segment of the paederastic continuum 

stretching unbroken from Greco-Roman times to today.   

 

 

 
 

Love amongst the Schoolboys 
Simeon Solomon (1840-1905) 

Pen and ink over pencil on paper, 1865 

Private collection 

 

 

The salient features, dynamics, disparities, considerations, avoidances, 

and silences that surround this ‘suspect’ aspect of human existence, the aesthetic, 

emotional, and erotic expression of which, even today, properly warrants the title 

Lord Alfred Douglas bestowed upon it more than a century ago — ‘The Love 

                                                 
1
 Friedrich Nietzsche, Human, All Too Human: A Book for Free Spirits, trans. by R. J. 

Hollingdale (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996 [1878]), pp.121-22. 
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That Dare Not Speak Its Name’ — are aptly encapsulated in Johnson’s ‘An 

Invocation’, which begins: 
 

I never prayed for Dryads, to haunt the woods again;  

More welcome were the presence of hungering, thirsting men,  

Whose doubts we could unravel, whose hopes we could fulfil,  

Our wisdom tracing backward, the river to the rill;  

Were such beloved forerunners one summer day restored,  

Then, then we might discover the Muse’s mystic hoard.  (Lines 1-6) 

 

Uncharacteristic for a poetic invocation, the above begins by asserting what will 

not be invoked:  the hetero-erotic Dryads, those female spirits presiding over 

groves and forests when not pursued about their bower of bliss by lusty Satyrs.  

Not that Johnson spurned the Satyrs, for ‘more welcome [than the Dryads] were 

the presence of hungering, thirsting men’, those ‘whose hopes’, Johnson admits, 

‘we could fulfil’ — though this ‘could’ is noteworthy and emphasised by 

repetition.  Johnson dares to invoke, to vocalise a preference not for the ‘river’ of 

manhood but for the ‘rill’ of boyhood.  Although Johnson asserts that the source 

of his own poetic inspiration, his Hippocrene, is found in the Helicon of male 

hearts — ‘And lo! a purer fount is here revealed: / My lady-nature dwells in heart 

of men’ (with ‘purer’ serving as a pun on puer, Latin and French for ‘boy’) — it 

should be noted that what flows therefrom is not a manly ‘river’ but a puerile 

‘rill’, for these lines hold sway in a poem titled ‘A Study of Boyhood’ (lines 39-

40).  As with the beloved boy in ‘The Handsome Heart’ who serves as Hopkins’s 

‘muse of mounting vein’ (line 10), Johnson’s Muse is also singular, 

disassociating this allusion from the nine, female Muses of mythology. 

 This passage further implies that if humanity were to treat culture with 

the same technique Hopkins employs in ‘Inversnaid’ — an ‘inverse made in 

verse’ — we would find ‘our wisdom tracing backward, the river to the rill’, 

tracing backward to the font of Western culture, to the Hippocrene of poetry, to 

‘the Muse’s mystic hoard’, to the ‘Hellenic element’, to the paederastic love that, 

for the Uranians, would increasingly constitute their pride and their defiance, a 

conception of themselves as the inheritors of a ‘more authentic’ Western culture 

than their contemporaries understood, as Pater would later expound at length in 

his Renaissance.  In a passing comment on Matteo Palmieri’s La Città di Vita (a 

comment considered in my ‘Preface’), Pater demarcates a position outside of 

society for himself and his defiant Uranian followers — many of whom had 

passed through Johnson’s tutelage, if only textually — by lending symbolic virtue 

to the human ‘incarnation of those angels who, in the revolt of Lucifer, were 

neither for Jehovah nor for His enemies’ (‘Sandro Botticelli’, Renaissance 1893, 

p.42), those scurrilous spirits whom Dante relegates to the Vestibule of Hell as 

‘unworthy alike of heaven and hell, […] [occupying instead] that middle world in 

which men take no side in great conflicts, and decide no great causes, and make 
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great refusals’ (p.43).
1
  As Pater recognises in this passage, the positionality of 

the Uranians would likely remain that of the ultimate outsiders (barring some 

monumental cultural shift, a shift greater than Michel Foucault’s ‘ruptures’ 

between ‘epistemes’):  the Uranians would likely remain boxed, partly of their 

own accord, inside the vestibule of Western society, if not of Hell. 

By invoking the myth of Comatas, Johnson encapsulates this ‘boxed’ 

positionality more profoundly than Pater does through his own middling 

vestibule.  Comatas, a young goatherd of Thurii, a Greek settlement on the gulf of 

Tarentum in southern Italy, after espying the nine Muses amidst their dance, 

sacrificed a goat in their honour:  such an act was a Homeric triviality, almost an 

expectation, save that the goat was not his own, but his master’s.  Comatas’s 

enraged master (clearly an early Capitalist), after a flourish of curses, sealed the 

goatherd within a cedarn chest, hoping to starve him to death.  Fortunately for the 

coffered goatherd, the Muses got not only his master’s goat but also his goad.  

Moved by Comatas’s devotion, the Muses thwarted his death-sentence by 

sending bees to feed him honey through a slight crack in the cedarn chest:   

 
the goatherd was shut up alive 

In a wide chest, through a king’s high-handed arrogance; 

In his fragrant cedar chest he was fed by snub-nosed bees, 

Who came from the meadows to bring him tender flowers, 

Because the Muse had poured sweet nectar over his mouth. 

O Comatas, long gone!  These pleasures were yours: 

A chest was your prison, too; you too were fed 

On honeycombs […]
2 

 

For Johnson, this particular myth is pregnant with suggestive potential.  Ever the 

Classicist, he expropriates this Grecian tale, transforming it into a fable of 

paederastic positionality, Victorian ‘Otherness’, and Uranian continuity: 

 
Oh dear divine Comatas, I would that thou and I  

Beneath this broken sunlight this leisure day might lie;  

Where trees from distant forests, whose names were strange to thee,  

Should bend their amorous branches within thy reach to be,  

And flowers thine Hellas knew not, which art hath made more fair,  

Should shed their shining petals upon thy fragrant hair.   

(‘An Invocation’, lines 7-12) 

 

That this allusion has submerged subtlety may seem difficult to appreciate, 

especially after the contents of the cedarn chest have been duly divulged — 

however, this poem was intended for a different readership than modern 

Victorianists, for a readership educated at Eton and/or Oxford in a ‘Greats 

                                                 
1
 See Donald L. Hill’s explanatory notes for this passage, Renaissance 1893, pp.336-38. 

2
 Theocritus, Theocritus: Idylls, trans. by Anthony Verity, with intro. and notes by 

Richard Hunter (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2002), p.21. 
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curriculum’ based on the close reading of Greek and Latin texts, a readership that 

would have appreciated with John Addington Symonds that ‘paiderastia, or boy-

love, was a phenomenon of one of the most brilliant periods of human culture’,
1
 

the Greco-Roman.  Johnson’s direct address to Comatas would have been far 

more allusive to his Eton/Oxford coterie — a ‘fellowship of paederasts’ — than it 

would to most readers today, however scholarly, relying as it does on a 

Hellenistic intertextuality that Mark Andreas Seiler intricately analyses for an 

entire volume, his conclusions summarised by Robert Schmiel below: 

 
Intertextual reference and self-reflexivity make clear that, in the Komatas fable, 

bees and honey are metaphors for poet and poetry.  It is then apparent that the 

central story of Lykidas’ song is a parable of sublimation […] Of what sort is 

this spiritual poetry which has the power of the real in that it allows the enclosed 

Komatas to survive?  It is the enveloping Other, the complement of existence in 

a chest. 

 

Theocritos represents [the problem of the conversion or transformation of Eros 

and Force into a cultural product] in the story of Komatas who, enclosed in a 

chest, creates an etos horion [bucolic poem]. [….] [Various writers of the period] 

illustrate what we have found to be characteristic of the relationship between the 

poetry of Callimachos and Theocritos, reciprocal poetic reference, 

metaphorically the ‘nourishing’ and ‘being-nourished’ of Alexandrian poets.
2
 

 

Or, as Seiler himself explains in a passage less erudite than most:  

 
From references to older texts, the poet’s own, and those of his contemporaries, 

elements of meaning accrue to the new text which are not accidental but 

essential for an understanding of the work’s intent. The reciprocal reference 

between contemporary poets in particular is presented here in the center of the 

initiation-poem of the Thalysia [The Harvest Festival] with the familiar 

metaphor of bees and honey; the reciprocal nourishment of Komatas and the 

bees is a metaphor for the dialectical principle of intertextuality.
3
 

 

To appreciate the choiceness of Johnson’s allusion, one must recognise that the 

tale of Comatas was, for Alexandrian poets like Callimachus (ca. 280-245 BCE) 

and Theocritus (ca. 310-250 BCE), a ‘parable of sublimation’, of ‘nourishing’ 

and ‘being-nourished’ by honeyed poetry, especially when one is forced to 

survive within ‘the enveloping Other, the complement of existence in a chest’, an 

                                                 
1
 John Addington Symonds, A Problem in Greek Ethics: Being an Inquiry into the 

Phenomenon of Sexual Inversion (London: Privately printed, [1901]), p.1. 
2
 Robert Schmiel, ‘[Review of] Mark Andreas Seiler, POI/HSIS POIH/SEWS: 

Alexandrinische Dichtung KATA\LEPTO/N in strukturaler und humanethologischer 
Deutung. Beiträge zur Altertumskunde, Band 102 (Stuttgart und Leipzig: Teubner, 

1997)’, Bryn Mawr Classical Review (20 June 1998) <http://ccat.sas.upenn.edu/bmcr/ 

1998/98.6.20.html> [last accessed 23 March 2006]. 
3
 As quoted in ibid. 
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existence only made tolerable through ‘the dialectical principle of [poetic] 

intertextuality’.  This process — a process by which the ‘elements of meaning 

accrue to the new text which are not accidental but essential for an understanding 

of the work’s intent’ — facilitated a discreet complexity among its practitioners, 

a complexity rarely appreciated, attempted, or furthered, for its honeycomb is 

only (ful)filled through patient artistry, as Hopkins suggests:  ‘Patience fills / His 

crisp combs, and that comes those ways we know’ (‘[Patience, Hard Thing!]’, 

lines 13-14).  For the Uranians, this complexity was necessary for the sublimation 

of their sexuality into poetry and prose, a patient filling of crisp textual 

honeycomb that resulted in the mastery of a number of strategies for fulfilling 

what-cannot-be-fulfilled amid denials, scrupulosities, and beliefs; amid ethical, 

legal, and religious restrictions; amid the concern of Western society (in general) 

and Victorian society (in particular) to limit physical intimation and actualisation 

of homoerotic and paederastic desires.  These Uranian strategies — a continual 

movement between what Hopkins labels ‘overthought’ and ‘underthought’ — are 

what lent Uranian writing, especially Hopkins’s, its stylistic complexity, its 

multi-faceted psychology, its uncanny audience-awareness, and its sense of 

daring and irony, a combination uncommon for English letters of that time.   

 

 

 
 

John Addington Symonds 

 

 

Before considering Uranian intertextual insinuation, it is useful, for 

contrast, to recall an example of purely textual insinuation, such as that found in 

the relationship between J. A. Symonds, John Conington, and William Johnson.  

After ‘Symonds found himself at Balliol [College, Oxford,] in the autumn of 

1858 in a world where perfervid friendships between undergraduates, and to a 

lesser extent between undergraduates and dons, were commonplace if not quite 

unremarkable’,
1
 Prof. Conington, who held the first chair of Latin literature, 

founded by Corpus Christi College, presented Symonds with a copy of the just-

                                                 
1
 Dowling, Hellenism, p.86. 
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published Ionica.
1
 The giving of this book was clearly an act of erotic 

insinuation, for, although ‘scrupulously moral and cautious’, Conington 

‘sympathized with romantic attachments to boys’.
2
  Conington expected that this 

freshman would warm to Ionica, that collection of poems tinged with paederasty 

written by his own friend Johnson.  Further, Conington’s intimations were such 

that Symonds ‘learned the love story of its author William Johnson (now Cory) 

the Eton master, and the pretty faced Charlie Wood (now Lord Halifax) […] who 

had been his pupil’.
3
  However, Symonds was not warmed by those poems and 

the accompanying story about Johnson and Wood … he was fevered:  ‘That 

volume of verse, trifling as it may appear to casual readers, went straight to my 

heart and inflamed my imagination’.
4
  Immediately and impulsively, Symonds 

wrote to Johnson at Eton, and received in reply ‘a long epistle on paiderastia in 

modern times, defending it and laying down the principle that affection between 

people of the same sex is no less natural and rational than the ordinary passionate 

relations’.
5
  Encouraged by this epistle and by Conington’s continued 

‘fellowship’, Symonds began to insinuate textually on his own, which led, four 

years later, to the ruin of his university career and his health: 

 
In November 1862 one of Symonds’s resentful friends, G. H. Shorting, 

circulated to six Fellows of Magdalen certain love-poems and passages of love-

letters from Symonds.  The implication was that Symonds intended corrupting 

the choristers of Magdalen.  An inquiry was held in the college.  On December 

28 Symonds was acquitted, but the episode put him under such strain that his 

health deteriorated.  He resigned his fellowship at Magdalen and moved to 

London.
6
 

 

Because of the desires they provoked, the choristers of Magdalen Chapel were 

always posing problems for the Uranians (if Hopkins’s confession notes are at all 

representative); and the Symonds scandal — involving insinuation about those 

choirboys — displays why the textual was often far more dangerous than the 

intertextual.
7
 

                                                 
1
 D’Arch Smith, p.9. 

2
 Phyllis Grosskurth, ed., The Memoirs of John Addington Symonds (New York: 

Hutchinson, 1984), p.109.   
3
 Ibid.   

4
 Ibid. 

5
 Ibid.  

6
 Denis Donoghue, Walter Pater: Lover of Strange Souls (New York: Knopf, 1995), 

pp.39-40. 
7
 In ‘Insisting on Orthodoxy: Robert Bridges’ Edition of Digby Dolben’s Poetry’, 

Hopkins Quarterly, 26.3-4 (1999), pp.82-101, Margaret Johnson describes a quasi-

religious order that Dolben had joined: 

Yet such autocephalous churches as the Benedictine order founded and headed 

by Father Ignatius ‘seemed to attract … eroticism’; and in the very year that 

Dolben joined it, 1864, it was the subject of a scandal.  One of the brothers wrote 
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William Johnson fully recognised the dangers inherent to the paederastic 

flora cultivated in his Ionica, flora that would find itself ‘leafing’ and 

‘interleafing’ in the lives and textual ‘leaves’ of others, a continual branching of 

what Lionel Johnson aptly calls ‘their Virtuous Vice’,
1
 a branching ultimately 

expressed by Hopkins’s epithalamic ‘branchy bunchy bushybowered wood’, the 

place were Johnson was last seen, reclining imaginatively with Comatas beneath 

‘trees from distant forests, whose names were strange to thee’, trees that ‘should 

bend their amorous branches within thy reach to be’.  Johnson and Comatas, 

engaged in the ‘truant reading’ that Pater praises, seem to be holding a reading 

party like those in the idylls of Theocritus: 

 
Then thou shouldst calmly listen with ever-changing looks  

To songs of younger minstrels and plots of modern books,  

And wonder at the daring of poets later born,  

Whose thoughts are unto thy thoughts as noon-tide is to morn;  

And little shouldst thou grudge them their greater strength of soul,  

Thy partners in the torch-race, though nearer to the goal.   

(‘An Invocation’, lines 13-18) 

 

Johnson is assured that Comatas, his mythological goatherd, would be moved 

through a range of emotions — ‘with ever-changing looks’ — were he to see the 

Uranian artistry that Johnson had himself nourished:  the ‘songs of younger 

minstrels’ like those of his Etonian students Brett and Dolben; or the ‘plots of 

modern books’ like those of his student Sturgis.  Reminiscent of the bee-carried 

honey of Alexandrian intertextuality, Johnson’s Ionica became a hoard of 

honeycomb, a supply of nourishment for sustaining others in their solitude, in the 

cedarn chest where modern Western society still hopes to starve their desires.  At 

best, Comatas could but ‘wonder at the daring of poets later born’, wonder at the 

intertextual exchanges between his ‘partners in the torch-race, though nearer to 

the goal’. 

 This image of a torch-race seems pat, simplistic, clichéd — therein 

resides its opacity and its opulence.  As with the allusion to Comatas, such 

pejoratives — pat, simplistic, clichéd — seem befitting, but only until the 

metaphor is set into a Greco-Roman context.  Johnson is eliciting in his 

Classically-educated audience thoughts of the ancient Olympic Games, that blend 

of paederasty and manly sport, that voyeuristic spectacle of nude, oiled youths 

sporting about, garlanded by admiring gazes from the farthest reaches of the 

                                                                                                                          
a love letter to a choirboy.  It was sent to a local newspaper which printed it 

under the heading, ‘Ignatius and his Singing Boys’, and added a homily on the 

dangers of monastic life which ‘cannot fail to produce abominations’ […] 

Dolben cannot have been unaware of such homoerotic undercurrents in the 

order; they were matched by similar undercurrents at Eton.  (P.92) 
 

1
 Lionel Pigot Johnson, ‘A Sad Morality’, in The Poetical Works of Lionel Johnson (New 

York: Macmillan, 1915) — line 44. 
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Hellenic world.  Only in the context of those appreciative gazes, garlands of 

laurel, and the immortality of sculptured marble — the Grecian form of 

paederastic permanence — does this torch-race emblazon its true import.  While 

today such an Olympic spectacle and its attendant residues would be considered 

merely maladjusted, psychotic, immoral, sinful, fringe, objectionable, intrusive, 

and/or unthinkable, for Johnson, a Victorian Comatas, such a torch-race kindled 

his hope for a paederastic victory he did not expect himself to see, a hope 

expressed on several occasions in Ionica, Johnson forecasting that his beloved 

Etonians, honey-fed on his Ionica, would take up his pen, string his lute, brandish 

his sword, further the paederastic continuum, the intertextuality he had begun: 

 
And yet, though withered and forlorn,  

       I had renounced what man desires,  

I’d thought some poet might be born  

       To string my lute with silver wires;  

At least in brighter days to come  

Such men as I would not lie dumb.  (‘A Separation’, lines 43-48) 

 

I shall not tread thy battle-field,  

Nor see the blazon on thy shield;  

Take thou the sword I could not wield,  

       And leave me, and forget.  

Be fairer, braver, more admired;  

So win what feeble hearts desired;  

Then leave thine arms, when thou art tired,  

       To some one nobler yet.  (‘A New Year’s Day’, lines 17-24) 

 

The fourth stanza of ‘An Invocation’ prefigures the cataloguing of 

homoerotic and paederastic ancestors that constitutes the bulk of Pater’s 

Renaissance and much of Wilde’s Dorian Gray, those elaborate catalogues of 

artists and philosophers who shared this ‘temperament’ and constituted a 

continuum passing through Plato, Michelangelo, Montaigne, Shakespeare, and 

Winckelmann:  ‘Yet one had ancestors in literature, as well as in one’s own race, 

nearer perhaps in type and temperament, many of them, and certainly with an 

influence of which one was more absolutely conscious’ (Dorian 1890, pp.75-76).  

It is in this vein that the following should be considered: 

 
As when ancestral portraits look gravely from the walls  

Upon the youthful baron who treads their echoing halls;  

And whilst he builds new turrets, the thrice ennobled heir  

Would gladly wake his grandsire his home and feast to share;  

So from Ægean laurels that hide thine ancient urn  

I fain would call thee hither, my sweeter lore to learn.   

(‘An Invocation’, lines 19-24) 
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By simile, Comatas has become the Uranian ‘grandsire’, Johnson the Uranian 

‘sire’, and the young baron — like a Viscount Esher or Earl of Rosebery — the 

inheritor of the poetic halls they have left behind, the architectonic residue of 

their lives.  Although turrets are the most phallic of architectural forms, the ‘new 

turrets’ that the young baron adds are less important here for their erotic contours 

than for the distant vistas they provide.  These turrets are an apt description of the 

voyeuristic posturing that is the hallmark of Uranian verse — a construction of 

vistas, a proximity to the object of desire without that distance being defeated, at 

least artistically — a voyeuristic temperament unique in English letters, both 

aesthetically and psychologically, a temperament Johnson captures through 

addressing his beloved boy as ‘Idol, mine Idol, whom this touch profanes’ 

(‘Sapphics’, line 13).
1
  This is the ‘elevated’ or ‘turreted’ positionality Johnson 

shared with Pater and Hopkins (and Wilde never understood), a state in which 

fevered passion is transmuted into eroticised friendship, devotion, and poetry: 

 
Let the grey hermit Friendship hoard  

       Whatever sainted Love bequeathed,  

And in some hidden scroll record  

       The vows in pious moments breathed.  (‘Deteriora’, lines 31-34) 
 

In Ionica, the word ‘hoard’ repeatedly alludes to the ‘Muse’s mystic hoard’, to 

nurturing and being nurtured by honeyed poetry.  However, the oppressive 

solitude accompanying this confinement in a cedarn coffer — the Vestibule of 

Hell into which modern Western society banishes a Doric lover such as Comatas 

— emboldens Johnson, despite the honey, to suggest an escape: 

 

                                                 
1
 In the ‘Memoir’ with which he prefaces Dolben’s published poems, Bridges provides 

his own perception of this ‘elevated’ positionality in terms of his distant cousin:  ‘His 

affection [for his Eton schoolmate Martin le Marchant Hadsley Gosselin] was of the kind 

that recognises its imaginative quality, and in spite of attraction instinctively shuns the 

disillusionment of actual intercourse.  In absence it could flourish unhindered, and under 

that condition it flowered profusely’ (p.xxix).   

In quoting from Bridges’s ‘Memoir’, I have opted for the revised and corrected 

version in The Poems of Digby Mackworth Dolben, ed. with ‘Memoir’ by Robert Bridges, 

2
nd

 edn (London: Oxford University Press, 1915); abbreviated as Dolben 1915.  In 

quoting from Dolben’s poetry, I have limited myself to the poems found in The Poems of 
Digby Mackworth Dolben, ed. with ‘Memoir’ by Robert Bridges, 1

st
 edn (London: 

Oxford University Press, 1911) rather than the sometimes more accurate The Poems and 
Letters of Digby Mackworth Dolben, 1848-1867, ed. by Martin Cohen ([Amersham,] 

England: Avebury, 1981).  My reason for doing so is that the later Uranians only had 

access to Bridges’s editions (except for the occasional poem circulating in manuscript), 

and I am foremost concerned here with Dolben as a Uranian, rather than with the ultimate 

textual accuracy of the texts involved.
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Or in thy cedarn prison thou waitest for the bee:  

Ah, leave that simple honey, and take thy food from me.  

My sun is stooping westward.  Entrancèd dreamer, haste;  

There’s fruitage in my garden, that I would have thee taste.  

Now lift the lid a moment:  now, Dorian shepherd, speak:  

Two minds shall flow together, the English and the Greek.   

(‘An Invocation’, lines 25-30) 

 

Curiously, the penultimate line of the poem labels Comatas a ‘Dorian 

shepherd’, which would draw a snide retort from any Classicist that ‘Comatas 

was a goatherd; the shepherd was Lacon’.  Johnson is intentionally ‘mistaken’ 

here.  By exercising a prurient revisionism, he produces an intertextual allusion to 

Theocritus’s fifth Idyll, a contest in hexameter couplets between the goatherd 

Comatas, who primarily boasts of the girls whose favours he enjoys — ‘Soon I 

shall give my girl a ring-dove.  It is perching / In the juniper tree, and that is 

where I’ll catch it’ — and the shepherd Lacon, who primarily boasts of the boys 

— ‘I’ve a surprise gift, too: when I shear the black ewe / Cratidas will have its 

soft fleece for a cloak’.
1
  Besides the fact that Comatas’s cedarn coffer provides 

an apt parallel to the Uranian positionality, Johnson’s discretion also warrants 

that he not be seen spending a summer afternoon frolicking with Lacon, the great 

defender of actualised paederasty.  Nevertheless, by intentionally mislabelling 

Comatas a ‘shepherd’, Johnson discreetly alludes to Theocritus’s idyllic debate 

between Comatas and Lacon, a debate over the respective virtues of the love of 

girls and of boys.  More salaciously, this mislabelling suggests that, despite 

winning the singing contest, Comatas was nonetheless ‘won over’ by Lacon’s 

claims for the preference of paederastic ‘shepherding’, with Comatas giving up 

his goats and girls and becoming instead an avid shepherd of boys.  Most readers 

would never have noticed this revisionism; a few pedants might have squawked 

about the ‘mistake’; but none, it seems, have ever praised the poet for the 

brilliance that this simple change displays, an overarching command of 

intertextual nuance.  ‘An Invocation’ concludes with an appeal for the use of this 

fluid intertextuality, an appeal that is also the most concise elucidation of 

paederastic pedagogy that a Uranian ever penned — ‘two minds shall flow 

together, the English and the Greek’.  Such a flow can be seen in the intertextual 

intimacy between Johnson and his former Etonian Digby Mackworth Dolben. 

                                                 
1
 Theocritus, Theocritus: Idylls, trans. by Anthony Verity, p.21.  This is not to suggest 

that Comatas did not appreciate the pleasures of paederasty, since he reminds Lacon of a 

past event involving the two of them:  ‘Don’t you remember the time I battered your 

bum? / How you scowled and wriggled and clung to that oak!’ (p.21).  In The Pipes of 
Pan: Intertextuality and Literary Filiation in the Pastoral Tradition from Theocritus to 
Milton (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2001), Thomas K. Hubbard explains:  

‘Comatas presumes to be Lacon’s teacher and in some sense therefore his literary father 

— a relationship Lacon vehemently denies, like any emergent poet struggling to assert his 

independence and originality.  Comatas reasserts his dominance in terms of sexual 

penetration of his younger counterpart, an event Lacon is here unable to deny’ (p.3). 
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While reading Dolben’s poems in manuscript, poems intertextually 

responsive to his own, Johnson must have felt the feverous pleasure of influence 

that Wilde’s Lord Henry describes:  

 
No other activity was like it.  To project one’s soul into some gracious form, and 

let it tarry there for a moment; to hear one’s own intellectual views echoed back 

to one with all the added music of passion and youth; to convey one’s 

temperament into another as though it were a subtle fluid or a strange perfume; 

there was a real joy in that — perhaps the most satisfying joy left to us in an age 

so limited and vulgar as our own, an age grossly carnal in its pleasures, and 

grossly common in its aims.  (Dorian 1891, pp.39-40) 

 

Johnson would have recognised the echo of his own soul, intellectual views, and 

temperament in lines such as these by Dolben: 

 
    For the sweet temperance of your youth,  

Unconscious chivalry and truth,  

       And simple courtesies;  

A soul as clear as southern lake,  

Yet strong as any cliffs that break  

       The might of northern seas;  
 

For these I loved you well, — and yet  

Could neither you nor I forget,  

       But spent we soberly  

The autumn days, that lay between  

The skirts of glory that had been,  

       Of glory that should be.  (‘To —’, lines 19-30) 

 

Particularly the ‘St Michael’ stanza of ‘Homo Factus Est’ caught Johnson’s 

attention, and he ‘marvelled that it could have been written by a schoolboy’ 

(Dolben 1915, p.lviii). 

Consistent with his belief that the Uranian movement proper did not 

begin until 1888, d’Arch Smith claims that ‘had [Dolben] not died in 1867 at the 

very early age of nineteen he would undoubtedly have become involved with 

some of the group’.
1
  However, by the time he left Eton at seventeen,

2
 Dolben — 

who ‘found himself writing perfect Uranian verse when intending or perhaps 

pretending to indite religious stanzas’
3
 — already possessed an uncanny sense of 

what constituted ‘membership’ in the Uranian circle, which is displayed by his 

                                                 
1
 D’Arch Smith, p.188. 

2
 Dolben did not feel the same love for Eton that Johnson did.  In a letter to his close 

friend V. S. S. Coles, Dolben writes:  ‘I positively hate the place.  It is full of mental 

temptations that you know nothing of’ (as quoted in ‘Memoir’, Dolben 1915, p.l).  This 

was written before Dolben had fully developed, according to Bridges, ‘his own 

subsequent affinity with Greek thought’ (p.lvi). 
3
 D’Arch Smith, p.191. 
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discreet circulation of his own verses to sympathetic Uranians such as Johnson 

and Hopkins.  In contrast, this circulation was far more restricted in terms of his 

friend, distant cousin, and Eton prefect
1
 Robert Bridges, whose failure to 

appreciate that the privileges of friendship, family ties, and proximity do not 

necessarily extend to private papers provoked an archetypal bonfire resembling 

Hopkins’s ‘slaughter of the innocents’: 

 
One evening when I was sitting in [Dolben’s] room and moved to pull out the 

[bureau] drawer where he kept his poems, the usual protest was not made.  The 

drawer was empty; and he told me that he had burned them, every one.  I was 

shocked, and felt some remorse in thinking that it was partly his dislike of my 

reading them that had led him to destroy them.  (Dolben 1915, p.xxi)
2
 

 

Of the most romantic of all [Dolben’s] extravagancies, that idealization and 

adoration of his school-friend, which long after they were parted went on 

developing in his maturer poems, I have a better memory.  It was well known to 

me in 1863, indeed the burning of the poems may have been due to the existence 

among them of poems to ‘Archie’:  for Dolben would have been almost as 

reluctant to submit them to me as to the eyes of their unwitting object.  (P.xxv)
3
 

 

It slowly dawned on Bridges that Dolben was cautiously filtering which poems he 

was permitted to see, adding emphasis to the ‘some’ in statements like ‘I send 

you some verses, as you were kind enough to wish for them’ (p.lxxxiii).  

Eventually Bridges came to realise that Dolben’s ‘Greek sympathies’ (p.xcix), 

not artistic coyness, determined which poems he was shown — as well as had 

fuelled the bonfire he himself had provoked.  Despite his youth, Dolben was 

intuitive enough to recognise that Bridges, who shared none of his ‘Greek 

sympathies’, would never prove a sympathetic audience for much of his Uranian 

verse, which was insightful.  Even after a lifetime of contemplation, Bridges, as 

editor of Dolben’s poems, could only conclude, particularly of the early poems, 

which he (mis)labels ‘sentimental trash’ (p.xxiii):  ‘The reading of these poems 

makes one see why schoolmasters wish their boys to play games’ (p.lv).   

Upon discovering that Bridges had been shown several of his poems 

through a third party, Dolben inquired of him pointedly, though attempting to 

mask his displeasure:  ‘You were very welcome to see my verses, though I 

certainly should not have selected them to show you.  Did Coles or Hopkins give 

                                                 
1
 The term ‘prefect’ may be too formal, though Bridges does note:  ‘I happened to be 

captain of the house [….] [and] enrolled Dolben among my fags, and looked after him’ 

(Dolben 1915, pp.xi-ii). 
2
 For Bridges’s comment that ‘my correspondence has unexpectedly recovered five of 

these burnt poems, preserved by a friend whom [Dolben] had allowed to copy them’, see 

Dolben 1915, p.xxii, footnote. 
3
 ‘Archie Manning’ is the pseudonym by which Bridges disguises Martin le Marchant 

Hadsley Gosselin (1847-1905).  For comment on Bridges’s alteration of ‘Marchie’ 

Gosselin into ‘Archie Manning’ in the ‘Memoir’ and in Dolben’s poetry, see Cohen, p.4. 
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them you, and why?  Please remember to tell me’ (Dolben 1915, p.xc; the 

emphasis is Dolben’s).  Beyond their divergence of opinion on religious 

devotion, as well as poetic style, the principal difficulty for Bridges as Dolben’s 

future editor and critic was that his own erotic desires had never run parallel to 

his cousin’s 

 
Strange, all-absorbing Love, who gatherest  

Unto Thy glowing all my pleasant dew,  

Then delicately my garden waterest,  

Drawing the old, to pour it back anew.   

(‘[Strange, all-absorbing Love]’, lines 1-4) 

 

Such desires, desires that Dolben had shared with Vincent Stuckey Stratton Coles 

(1845-1929) and with Hopkins, proved problematic for Bridges, for he found 

himself, as editor, in a modern, scholarly conundrum:  Dolben’s poems would 

never allow for an absolute avoidance of this ‘strange, all-absorbing Love’; and, 

given his own Georgian position as Poet Laureate, Bridges could hardly claim 

anachronism, heighten their ‘homosocial’ aspects, or disguise them as 

‘homosexual’.  The only option available was a disingenuous excising of some 

materials and the alteration of others:  ‘It was Bridges’ mission, in editing 

Dolben’s works, to establish the young poet among the upholders of orthodox 

sexual expression in the face of clear evidence to the contrary’.
1
   As Margaret 

Johnson further notes, a ‘major blank in Bridges’ account of Dolben’s life occurs 

in the area of his relationships with other young men and masters at Eton’,
2
 with 

 
the most remarkable example of this [being] his treatment of the poems 

addressed to […] Gosselin, many of them mentioning him by name.  Bridges 

insists that Dolben’s affection was one-sided and that Gosselin was unaware of 

the strength of Dolben’s emotional attachment to him; nevertheless, he felt it 

necessary to amend the poetry which might otherwise suggest an improper 

passion [….] [attempting to make that passion] seem no more than a boyish 

crush.
3
  

 

As for Dolben’s relationships with his masters at Eton, Margaret Johnson 

recognises that various lacunae exist, though not in the case of William Johnson, 

whom, she asserts, ‘produced a revised edition of Dolben’s poems.  It has been 

suggested that Bridges’ own edition of Dolben’s poetry was undertaken, at least 

in part, in response to Cory’s’.
4
  This detail is inaccurate:  Johnson never 

produced an edition of Dolben’s poems, though he did circulate handwritten 

copies among sympathetic readers such as J. A. Symonds, who ‘already had his 

                                                 
1
 M. Johnson, ‘Dolben’, p.83. 

2
 Ibid., p.90. 

3
 Ibid., pp.93-94.  The portion of the ‘Memoir’ discussed by Margaret Johnson appears in 

Dolben 1915, pp.xxv-ix. 
4
 M. Johnson, ‘Dolben’, p.93. 
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eye on [Dolben’s] work for he added four stanzas to [Dolben’s] poem, “A Song”, 

which he included in Many Moods’ (1878).
1
  

Such Uranian textual and intertextual exchanges involving Dolben’s 

‘honeyed poetry’ were what Bridges was attempting to curtail by solidifying his 

own claims over Dolben’s poetic legacy — as family member, as friend, as 

former schoolmate, and finally as editor.  Stultification of this Uranian 

‘infringement’ on his cousin’s legacy required that Bridges diminish any claim 

that, when not mediated through the Christian imagery of John Henry Newman, 

Frederick William Faber (1814-63), or Arthur Hugh Clough (1819-61), another 

of Dolben’s distant relatives,
2
 Dolben’s ‘strange, all-absorbing Love’ was 

mediated through the Classical imagery into which he had been initiated by 

Johnson’s paederastic pedagogy.  Bridges merely notes that ‘[Dolben’s] school-

books brought him into contact with Greek poetry’ (Dolben 1915, p.lviii).  

However, in spite of ardent attempts in his ‘Memoir’ and his editorial practices to 

excise or alter, to foster lacunae, and to chide Johnson for assuming the role of 

poetic ‘sire’, Bridges has been thwarted nonetheless — by Dolben’s 

intertextuality.  

Although for one untitled poem Dolben makes a proem from two lines of 

William Wordsworth’s ‘The Force of Prayer’ — What is good for a bootless 
bene? / The Falconer to the lady said — recalling the falconry imagery of 

Johnson’s ‘Reparabo’, the poem’s most revealing intertextuality is derived from 

Johnson’s treatment of Comatas, with Dolben asserting that ‘from the great 

Poet’s lips I thought to take / Some drops of honey for my parchèd mouth’ 

(‘[From the Great Poet’s Lips]’, lines 1-2):  Johnson’s allusion to Comatas has 

found another, younger wielder.  However, Dolben soon realises that an over-

dependence upon this intertextual nourishment — the honey from Johnson and 

from the Greeks Johnson had instilled a love for among his Etonians — has 

resulted in his own aesthetic passivity and lack of a breastplate or lorica (Ionica 

seems to have incorporated, for Johnson, this visual suggestiveness
3
), Dolben 

recalling Johnson’s admonishment to his successor to ‘leave thine arms, when 

thou art tired, / To some one nobler yet’:   

                                                 
1
 D’Arch Smith, p.188.  In an endnote, d’Arch Smith details that ‘“A Song” was first 

printed in Symonds’s privately circulated Lyra Viginti Chordarum (ca. 1878), p.33, under 

the title “Tema con Variazioni with a Prelude and a Finale”, without the mention of 

Dolben. […] It was one of the poems revised by Cory’ (p.200, note) — making it likely 

that William Johnson (for decades one of Symonds’s correspondents) had provided the 

occasion by which Symonds acquired a copy of the poem. 
2
 For Dolben’s appreciation of Faber, see Dolben 1915, p.xx.  See Dolben’s harsh 

comment regarding Clough’s poetry in a letter to Bridges, p.lxxxviii, as well as Bridges’s 

note 22, p.132.  Since Dolben seems to have committed whole passages of Clough’s 

poetry to memory, the comment in this letter seems less an expression of his own views 

than a stolen march on Bridges’s expected retort.  See Martin, Hopkins, p.82. 
3
 Lorica (after the Latin for ‘breastplate’) is a term for prayers such as ‘St Patrick’s 

Breastplate’, prayers abounding with symbolism involving a Christian knight donning his 

armour for battle. 
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      Alas! no armour have I fashioned me,  

And, having lived on honey in the past,  

Have gained no strength.   (Dolben, ‘A Poem without a Name I’, lines 49-51) 

 

Even if the cedarn, bee-attended chest (far more confining than the proverbial 

‘closet’ of modern homosexual discourse) serves to foster creativity, it does so 

through an excess of solitude, and Dolben clearly desires more palpable contact 

than ‘drops of honey from the great Poet’s lips’: 

 
We seek for Love to make our own,  

But clasp him not for all our care  

Of outspread arms.  (‘[We Hurry On, Nor Passing]’, lines 9-11) 

 

This desire to ‘but clasp him’, so decadently phrased, is what Bridges, as editor, 

found most problematic and unpalatable in dealing with Dolben’s poems. 

 

 

 
 

Eton Schoolboys 
Frederick Hollyer (1837-1933)  

[Lost original by Simeon Solomon (1840-1905)] 

Photographic print, [Lost original is dated 1867] 

Private collection 

 

 

Since he had himself been privy to Johnson’s pedagogy at Eton,
1
 as well 

as its influence over his cousin and others, Bridges’s chiding of Johnson for 

taking particular interest in one passage from Dolben’s ‘Vocation’, a passage 

intertextually related to Johnson’s own ‘Invocation’, seems duplicitous.  

                                                 
1
 Johnson’s influence extended far beyond the Classics; and, of this Bridges writes:  ‘I 

remember how I submissively concluded that it must be my own dullness which 

prevented my admiring Tennyson as much as William Johnson did’ (Dolben 1915, p.xxi). 
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Nevertheless, Bridges writes:  ‘It is strange to think of Cory copying out this’ 

(Dolben 1915, p.lvi).  By such comments, Bridges attempted to distance his 

cousin, as much as possible, from Johnson and the ‘strange, all-absorbing’ desires 

that they had shared at Eton, though the only way he could find to do so was 

through frivolous editorial complaints: 

 
We know, too, from Robert Bridges’s unnecessarily derogatory remarks in 

which he accuses Cory of the unlikely crime of inaccurate transcription and 

gross liberties with another’s text, that [Cory] took an interest in the poems of 

[…] Dolben.
1
 

 

Bridges’s strictures on Cory’s transcriptions of Dolben’s poems were first made 

in the four-page addenda and corrigenda he found necessary to issue as a 

supplement to the first edition of Dolben’s poems (London, 1911) and were later 

incorporated in the text of the second edition of 1915.  At first sight, the list of 

variants is remarkable but it seems clear after a moment’s thought that Cory was 

revising, not transcribing.
2
 

 

Although Bridges admits that Dolben’s poems ‘were jealously guarded by his 

family and a few friends’ (Dolben 1915, p.viii), he never accounts for how copies 

of those poems found their way into Johnson’s hands, and it seems likely that 

they had been given by Dolben himself.  Bridges merely relates that ‘from 

[Johnson’s] MS. his friends took other copies’ (p.lviii), as was the case with Lord 

Esher, who informed Bridges that his own copies of six of these poems were 

‘made in Wm. Johnson’s pupil-room three years after Dolben’s death’ (as quoted 

on p.136, note). 

Only in the context of attacking Johnson as ‘transcriber’ — ‘We gladly 

dismiss Wm. Cory’s heaven for hope with the rest of his corruptions’ (Dolben 

1915, p.138, note) — does Bridges deem it appropriate to quote from Dolben’s 

‘Vocation’, a poem that he deceptively claims to be unworthy of inclusion in the 

collection, and has therefore excised: 

 
If thus divinely fair 

This image, carved in cold unfeeling stone 

What must [Apollo] be, the living god himself! 

My whole soul longs to see him as he is 

In all the glory of immortal youth, 

Clothed in white samite.  (From ‘Vocation’, p.lvi) 

 

Accompanying Dolben’s voyeuristic gaze is a forestalled desire to position 

himself as Hyacinth, the paederastic beloved of Apollo, a boy killed by the 

machinations of Zephyr, a lesser deity angered that the boy’s ardour rested with 

another.  Dolben is ever mindful here that ‘Death / Is palpable — and Love’ (‘A 

                                                 
1
 D’Arch Smith, p.9. 

2
 Ibid., p.40, note. 
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Song’, lines 11-12), with an earlier variant proving far more erotic:  ‘Love / Is 

palpable — and death’ (Dolben 1915, p.137, note).  This desire to assume the role 

of Hyacinth, even in his fateful mortality, is hardly surprising, given that 

Hyacinth was, for the artists of the nineteenth century, the most palpable of 

paederastic icons, and that visual depictions of his relationship with Apollo 

constituted a ready source of honeyed imagery for the paederastically-inclined.  

Later in ‘Vocation’, Dolben exclaims, ‘Soon very soon, Apollo, O my love!’ 

(p.lvi).  These passages about Apollo, passages that garnered Johnson’s lingering 

admiration, have a Keatsian palpability, a longing for touch that Dolben displays 

elsewhere, figuring himself as a homoerotic Pygmalion: 

 
And, as the passionate sculptor who kissed  

       The lips of marble to red,  

Ask I a breath that is part of my own,  

       Yet drawn from a soul more sweet; — 

 

Or, as the shaft that upsoareth alone  

       Undiademed, incomplete,  

Claim I the glory predestined to me.  (‘A Song of Eighteen’, lines 23-29) 

 
Such phrasing is not an anomaly, for Dolben has a penchant for casting himself in 

Hellenic roles — ‘the glory predestined to me’ — and in one case beckons the 

moon to gaze upon him as ‘a new Endymion’, as 

 
The boy who, wrapped from moil and moan,  

       With cheeks for ever round and fair,  

       Is dreaming of the nights that were  

When lips immortal touched his own.   

        (‘[Lean Over Me — Ah So]’, lines 8; 9-12) 

 
 

 
 

Arcadia (detail) 
Thomas Cowperthwait Eakins (1844-1916) 

Oil on canvas, ca. 1883 

Metropolitan Museum of Art, New York City, New York, USA 
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Apollo, Hyakinthos and Kyparissos Singing and Playing 
Aleksandr Andreevich Ivanov (1806-58) 

 Oil on canvas, 1831-34 

Tretyakov Gallery, Moscow, Russia 

 

 

 
 

La mort d’Hyacinthe 
Jean Broc (1771-1850) 

 Oil on canvas, 1801 

Musée des Beaux-Arts, Poitiers, France 
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Through such lines, Dolben displays himself to be the poetic belovèd that 

Johnson hoped to invoke, one in whom ‘two minds shall flow together, the 

English and the Greek’. 

This confluence of ‘the English and the Greek’ is strikingly illustrated in 

‘A Poem without a Name II’ (dated December 1866),
1
 a love-poem that, less 

discreetly, might have borne the title ‘A Love without a Name’.  In this poem, 

Dolben, like an impassioned museum curator, provides a tour of his own Comatas 

chest, a chest that constitutes a brilliant elucidation of the Uranian positionality, a 

positionality that would soon become, for this group, a form of self-fashioning no 

less marked than that of the Elizabethans, though taking a different stance, a 

stance gilded by an astonishing degree of secrecy.  This secrecy was necessary 

for the Uranians, especially given the arguable immorality and assured illegality 

of their desires, desires that Dolben has depicted on the walls of his own cedarn 

chest, that positionality where ‘I keep, / Stored in a silent Treasury I know, / The 

pure reality’ (lines 35-37): 

 
       Within that Treasure-house of mine I wait,  

I wait, with Erôs glowing at my side; 

From him, the mighty artist, I have learned  

How memories to brushes may be tied;  

And tho’ I moistened all my paints with tears,  

Yet on my walls as joyous imagery,  

With golden hopes inframèd, now appears  

As e’er of old was dreamed to vivify  

Ionian porticoes, when Greece was young,  

And wreathed with glancing vine Anacreon sung.  (Lines 48-57) 

 

These allusions to ‘Ionian porticoes’ (an apt, architectonic description of 

Johnson’s Ionica) and to Anacreon (a Greek paederast who had poetically 

immortalised his favourites Cleobulus, Smerdies, and Leucaspis) set the 

paederastic tone for Dolben’s subsequent description of the paintings that 

                                                 
1
 This poem was written after Dolben had left Eton (see Dolben 1915, p.131, note).  

Critics have continually noted that Dolben ‘failed’ his entrance examination to Balliol 

College, Oxford, and that this ipso facto indicates a lack of proficiency in Greek and 

Latin.  Even Bridges lapses into this dubious claim while praising his cousin’s translation 

of a passage from Catullus:  ‘It is interesting that this translation […] should have been 

written by a boy who was unable to pass his entrance examination at Balliol college’ 

(Dolben 1915, p.134).  Although ‘failed’ is technically accurate, it skirts the context of 

that failure:  Dolben, in doubtful health, fainted before or during the examination (pp.cvi-

vii); hence, he either did not begin or complete it.  Besides, the Balliol entrance 

examination emphasised Latin as well as Greek, and Dolben’s relationship to Latin was 

less felicitous, as is explained by his private tutor, Constantine Prichard:  ‘His Latin 

writing was rather drudgery to him … he took much pains with it. … His appreciation of 

classical poetry was very deep’ (as quoted on p.cx).  Dolben approached the Classics 

(particularly in Greek) not as a scholar, but as a poet. 
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decorate the interior of his own cedarn chest, the walls of his treasure-house, 

‘joyous imagery’ crafted by paints ‘moistened […] with tears’: 

 
And here, a stranded lily on the beach,  

My Hylas, coronalled with curly gold,  

He lies beyond the water’s longing reach  

Him once again essaying to enfold; — 

Here, face uplifted to the twinkling sky  

He walks, like Agathôn the vastly-loved.  
 

[….] 
 

And here, like Hyacinthus, as he moved  

Among the flowers, ere flower-like he sank  

Too soon to fade on green Eurotas’ bank.  (Lines 64-75) 

 

That Dolben has decorated his own cedarn chest with images invoking Hylas and 

Hyacinth — the first the erômenos (or ‘hearer’) of Hercules, the second the 

erômenos of Apollo — would have been fully appreciated by the Doric goatherd 

Comatas, since among the ancient Dorians such images bespoke 

 
the clean, youthful friendship, ‘passing even the love of woman’, which […] 

elaborated into a kind of art, became an elementary part of [Doric] education. 

[…] The beloved and the lover, side by side through their long days of eager 

labour, and above all on the battlefield, became respectively, [erômenos], the 

hearer, and [erastês], the inspirer; the elder inspiring the younger with his own 

strength and noble taste in things.  (Pater, Platonism, pp.231-32) 

 

However, Dolben’s poem is more an act of (inter)textual insinuation than of 

exhibitionism, hence he redirects its thrust towards his own ‘hearer’, his 

contemporary not Grecian reader.  As a result, the poem ‘passes from its poetic 

form into an epistolary address’ (Dolben 1915, p.134, note): 

 
       But it is profanation now to speak  

Of thoughtless Hellene boys, or to compare  

The majesty and spiritual grace  

Of that design which consummates the whole.  

It is himself, as I have watched him, where  

The mighty organ’s great Teutonic soul  

Passed into him and lightened in his face,  

And throbbed in every nerve and fired his cheek.   

(‘Poem without a Name II’, lines 76-83) 

 

While playing voyeur to this boy he hopes will become his ‘hearer’ (‘I have 

watched him’), Dolben comes to recognise that the boy has already been ravished 

— at least through art or a pedagogy like Johnson’s — and Dolben’s erotic 

description of that ravishment is lent utterly ejaculatory connotations, disguised 

as music.  Dolben recalls watching ‘the mighty organ’ (rather Priapic phrasing to 
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be certain) penetrate the boy:  ‘The mighty organ’s great Teutonic soul / Passed 

into him’.  Although ‘great Teutonic soul’ suggests a German composition played 

upon an organ, the phrasing also seems to allude to the pro-Teutonic stance of 

Charles Kingsley (1819-75), who had acquired his Cambridge professorship in 

competition with Johnson two years before Dolben became a student at Eton.
1
  

Although the result of this ‘Teutonic’ ravishment appears almost transcendental, 

it also proves palpably tactile, for it ‘lightened in [the boy’s] face, / And throbbed 

in every nerve and fired his cheek’, a shiver and a blush that Dolben recognises 

because he has hitherto assumed the same passive role himself: 

 
I will not sing my little puny songs. 
 

[….] 
 

Therefore in passiveness I will lie still, 

And let the multitudinous music of the Greek 

Pass into me, till I am musical.  (‘After Reading Aeschylus’) 

                                                 
1
 Charles Kingsley seems a possible source for this allusion to the ‘great Teutonic soul’, 

either through his Saint’s Tragedy (a drama) or The Roman and the Teuton (a series of 

university lectures).  The Saint’s Tragedy, or, The True Story of Elizabeth of Hungary, 
Landgravine of Thuringia, Saint of the Romish Calendar, with a preface by F. D. Maurice 

(London: J. W. Parker, 1848), has a passage where Epimetheus beckons: 

Wake again, Teutonic Father-ages, 

Speak again, beloved primeval creeds; 

Flash ancestral spirit from your pages, 

Wake the greedy age to noble deeds.  (P.27) 
 

The Roman and the Teuton: A Series of Lectures Delivered before the University of 
Cambridge, with a preface by Professor F. Max Müller (Cambridge and London: 

Macmillan, 1864), is the published version of a series of lectures delivered in 1860, 

directly after Kingsley had been appointed Regius Professor of Modern History at the 

University of Cambridge.  Johnson was one of those who had been nominated for the 

position.  After arriving at Eton in January 1862, Dolben might have learned of this from 

older Etonians such as Bridges, who were probably intrigued by the choice of Kingsley 

over Johnson: 

In 1860 [Johnson] was passed over in favour of Kingsley, when the Prime 

Minister, Lord Palmerston, submitted his name to the Queen for the 

Professorship of Modern History at Cambridge.  Four men were suggested, of 

whom Blakesley and Venables refused the post.  Sir Arthur Helps was set aside, 

and it would have been offered to Johnson, if the Prince Consort had not 

suggested Kingsley.  (Benson, ‘Introduction’, Ionica 1905, p.xx) 
 

Although Kingsley’s overt anti-Romish stance would have been considered more than 

vile by Dolben, Dolben would have found passages like the following pleasantly 

suggestive:  ‘I wish to impress strongly on your minds this childishness of our forefathers.  

For good or for evil they were great boys; very noble boys; very often very naughty boys 

[….] with a spirit of wild independence which seems to be strength; but which, till it be 

disciplined into loyal obedience and self-sacrifice, is mere weakness’ (The Roman and the 
Teuton, p.6). 
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The next lines of ‘A Poem without a Name II’ mark a transition, an 

extension beyond the liminal box, with Dolben, metaphorical paintbrush in hand, 

fulfilling Johnson’s request to ‘lift the lid a moment’, to take up his pen, his lute, 

his sword, to become his Uranian successor: 

 
See, Love, I sing not of thee now alone,  

But am become a painter all thine own.  (Lines 84-85) 

 

This shift from passive to active, from the role of erômenos to that of prospective 

erastês, from the confines of an ‘In-Vocation’ to a more externalised ‘Vocation’ 

is demarcated in the last section of the poem by a volta — ‘enough’ — a volta 

that is less a renunciation of physical contact than a turning away from 

‘thoughtless Hellene boys’ like Hylas and Hyacinth and towards the boy whom 

Dolben asks to have faith in him as prospective erastês:  ‘Enough, the yearning is 

unsatisfied, / Resolved again into a plea for faith’ (lines 122-23).  Through this 

appeal to ‘faith’, Dolben seeks to assure his prospective belovèd that his love for 

him is ‘elevated’, a necessary assurance since, as John Chandos suggests, at 

public schools like Eton, ‘romantic, sacrificial friendships and rabid sensual lusts 

all went on in the same community together’.
1
  On the other hand, Symonds’s 

actual remembrances of the situation at Harrow, one of Eton’s rivals, seems to 

suggest that Dolben’s more ‘elevated’ desire was a rarity: 
 

One thing at Harrow very soon arrested my attention.  It was the moral state of 

the school.  Every boy of good looks had a female name, and was recognized 

either as a public prostitute or as some bigger fellow’s ‘bitch’.  Bitch was the 

word in common usage to indicate a boy who yielded his person to a lover.  The 

talk in the dormitories and the studies was incredibly obscene.  Here and there 

one could not avoid seeing acts of onanism, mutual masturbation, the sports of 

naked boys in bed together.  There was no refinement, no sentiment, no passion; 

nothing but animal lust in these occurrences.
2
 

 

That Dolben’s ‘yearning is unsatisfied’ (as of yet) alters neither his desire nor its 

potency, which arouses an immediate return to the former ejaculatory imagery, 

imagery that recalls the ‘limpid liquid within the young man, / The vex’d 

corrosion’ that Whitman describes as ‘so pensive and so painful, / The torment, 

the irritable tide that will not be at rest’ (‘Spontaneous Me’, lines 27-29).  This is 

the desire of the erastês to assume the role of Doric ravisher, with Dolben 

displaying, as physical proof of his desire, ‘some crystal drops of evidence’ that 

he ‘sought to draw from that full tide’ of ‘true elixir [that] is within’, phrasing 

that suggests either the masturbatory production of ejaculate or the anticipatory 

drip of pre-ejaculate: 

 

                                                 
1
 John Chandos, Boys Together: English Public Schools, 1800-1864 (New Haven, CT: 

Yale University Press, 1984), p.301. 
2
 Memoirs of Symonds, p.94. 
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Believe the true elixir is within,  

Although I sought to draw from that full tide  

Some crystal drops of evidence, to win  

A little vapour only — yet believe,  

Believe the essence of a perfect love  

Is there, and worthy.  Not a tinge of shame  

My words can colour.  Of thine own receive,  

Yes, of thy very being.  It shall prove  

Indeed a poem, though without a name.  (Lines 124-32) 

 

As with the title, by replacing ‘poem’ with ‘love’, the final lines become, more 

daringly, ‘It shall prove / Indeed a love, though without a name’, a statement that 

would have predated Douglas’s (in)famous formulation by three decades. 

 

 

 
 

Orpheus Series: The Last Chord 
Fred Holland Day (1864-1933) 

Platinum print with hand-colouring, 1907 

Library of Congress Prints and Photographs Division  

Washington, D.C., USA 

 

 

 Johnson’s pleasure over such lines by his rightful successor must have 

proven bittersweet; for, although Dolben had indeed been able ‘to string 

[Johnson’s] lute with silver wires’, his death by drowning at nineteen (on 28 June 

1867) had seemingly set aside that newly strung lute.  Johnson must have 

lamented Dolben’s drowning as a partial submerging of his own hopes, ‘because 

beneath the lake a treasure sank’ (‘Epoch in a Sweet Life’, line 40).  He must 

have felt that Dolben, like Adonais, was one of those ‘inheritors of unfulfilled 

renown’ — a Chatterton, a Sidney, or a Lucan.
1
   

                                                 
1
 Percy Bysshe Shelley, ‘Adonais’, line 397, in Donald H. Reiman and Sharon B. Powers, 

eds, Shelley’s Poetry and Prose (New York: Norton, 1977).  There is a degree of truth to 

Bridges’s hyperbolic claim that ‘the poems which [Dolben] now began to produce will 

compare with, if they do not as I believe excel, anything that was ever written by any 
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Ironically, fate may have bestowed more through Dolben’s death than it 

could ever have bestowed through longer life (and certainly more than Johnson 

had envisioned):  many of Hopkins’s best poems — impregnated with an elegiac 

longing for Dolben, his lost belovèd and his muse — were the result.  Inspired by 

a forever-unsatisfied yearning for Dolben, his ‘dearest him that lives alas! away’ 

(‘[I Wake and Feel the Fell]’, line 8), Hopkins took up that hollow lute and 

restrung it with gold, continuing that intertextual relationship as the ‘thrice 

ennobled heir’ of Johnson’s legacy.  Through Dolben, Johnson had unwittingly 

passed his legacy to Hopkins, a poet who was oblivious to his own impending 

fame, a poet who felt assured that the grandeur he was painting on the walls of 

his own cedarn chest would forever remain unappreciated, would follow him to 

the grave.  Hopkins had no conception that, less than half a century after his 

death, his own cedarn chest would become canonical, would move the Uranian 

positionality into the pantheon of English literature.  While I. A. Richards could 

assert definitively in 1926 that ‘Gerard Hopkins […] may be described, without 

opposition, as the most obscure of English verse writers’,
1
 the publication of the 

second edition of Hopkins’s Poems in 1930 changed that forever, as the 

following comments from the 1930s attest: 

 
[Hopkins] feared that he was ‘Time’s eunuch’, contriving nothing that could 

survive; but his poetry was essentially enlightened, honest and rebellious, and 

made to last.  (Hildegarde Flanner)
2
 

 

In fact the reviewer [of the 2
nd

 edition of Hopkins’s poems] ought to indulge not 

in criticism but in town crying.  He ought, if he has it, to expound his conviction 

that Gerard Hopkins was a great poet.  I have that conviction; and let me start to 

expound it.  (Geoffrey Grigson)
3
 

 

He is likely to prove, for our time and the future, the only influential poet of the 

Victorian age, and he seems to me the greatest.  (F. R. Leavis)
4
 

 

                                                                                                                          
English poet at his age [of eighteen]’ (Dolben 1915, p.xcviii).  Dolben’s poetry ‘was 

much admired by Henry James.  As it stands, it is among the best of the poetry of the 

Oxford Movement, and probably a longer life would have produced the mastery foreseen 

by Bridges and James’ (Robert Bernard Martin, ‘Digby Augustus Stewart Dolben’, DNB). 
1
 I. A. Richards, ‘Gerard Hopkins’, Dial (September 1926), pp.195-203; extracted in 

Gerald Roberts, ed., Gerard Manley Hopkins: The Critical Heritage (London: Routledge 

and Kegan Paul, 1987), p.141. 
2
 Hildegarde Flanner, Review, The New Republic (4 February 1931), pp.331-32; extracted 

in Hopkins: The Critical Heritage, p.206. 
3
 Geoffrey Grigson, ‘A Poet of Surprise’, Saturday Review (14 February 1931), pp.237-

38; extracted in ibid., p.207. 
4
 F. R. Leavis, New Bearings in English Poetry: A Study of the Contemporary Situation 

(London: Chatto & Windus, 1932); extracted in ibid., p.237.  The structure of Leavis’s 

sentence playfully implies that Hopkins is ‘the greatest’ Victorian poet or that Hopkins is 

‘the greatest’ English poet (though the second option would necessarily entail the first). 
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The heroism that affects the English language, English poetry and us is 

Hopkins’s.  (F. R. Leavis)
1
 

 

The patent influence of Hopkins has therefore hardly had time to work itself into 

the body of English poetry.  But the latent influence — that is a different 

question.  It is a question of an impregnating breath, breathed into the ear of 

every poet open to the rhythms of contemporary life, the music of our existence, 

and the tragedy of our fate.  Hopkins is amongst the living poets of our time, and 

no influence whatsoever is so potent for the future of English poetry.        

                         (Herbert Read)
2
 

 

Through the last poem he ever wrote, a sonnet addressed ‘To R.B.’, 

Hopkins elicited, perhaps unintentionally, a Marius-like devotion in his closest 

friend Robert Bridges, who would, three decades later, edit Hopkins’s 

manuscripts as he had Dolben’s.  While reading this sonnet-letter in early May 

1889, Bridges could not but have noticed that Hopkins — although still 

bemoaning the solitude of his cedarn chest — has nonetheless jettisoned his usual 

spiritual concerns and imagery, has managed ‘to throw off the mask’ of 

religiosity that Bridges always accused him of wearing, revealing, in the eleventh 

hour, a visage far more Johnsonian than Jesuitical: 

 
The fine delight that fathers thought; the strong 

Spur, live and lancing like the blowpipe flame, 

Breathes once and, quenchèd faster than it came, 

Leaves yet the mind a mother of immortal song. 

Nine months she then, nay years, nine years she long 

Within her wears, bears, cares and combs the same: 

The widow of an insight lost she lives, with aim 

Now known and hand at work now never wrong. 

Sweet fire the sire of muse, my soul needs this; 

I want the one rapture of an inspiration. 

O then if in my lagging lines you miss 

The roll, the rise, the carol, the creation, 

My winter world, that scarcely breathes that bliss 

Now, yields you, with some sighs, our explanation. 

 

After invoking the ‘sweet fire’, the ‘sire of muse’ — an encapsulation of the 

savour of the proffered honey, the continual torch-race, the Hippocrene, and the 

flowing rill of paederastic desire — Hopkins begs for ‘one rapture of an 

inspiration’, for a rapture from his ‘winter world […] that scarcely breathes that 

bliss’, his own frigid and asphyxiating version of Comatas’s cedarn chest and 

                                                 
1
 F. R. Leavis, ‘Doughty and Hopkins’, Scrutiny (December 1935), pp.316-17; extracted 

in Roberts, ed., Critical Heritage, p.325. 
2
 Herbert Read, ‘The Poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins’, in English Critical Essays of the 

Twentieth Century (London: Oxford University Press, 1933), pp.351-74; extracted in 

ibid., p.261. 
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Dolben’s treasure-house.  Attended not by a Dolbenian Erôs but by a Paterian 

fear that ‘from the drops of his blood there would spring no miraculous, poetic 

flowers’ (Marius, II, p.214), Hopkins never anticipated that those songs 

bemoaning his perpetual solitude would become the grandest Uranian 

expressions, the ultimate Uranian intertextual tour de force.  By weaving into his 

own orchestrations the lesser songs of Johnson, Dolben, and a score of others, by 

merging ‘the English and the Greek’, by blending the Roman Catholic sacred 

with the homoerotic and paederastic profane, Hopkins had, unbeknownst to 

himself, extended the Uranian positionality, most profoundly, into the future. 

 
 

 

 
 

Effet de lune, dit aussi Le Sommeil d’Endymion 
Anne-Louis Girodet de Roussy-Trioson (1767-1824) 

Oil on canvas, 1791 

Musée du Louvre, Paris, France 
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‘Lizard, the Greeks Called It’: 

Guy Davenport and the Uranian Present 
 

 
‘Those desarts of immeasurable sand, 
 

[….] 
 

Where the shrill chirp of the green lizard’s love 

Broke on the sultry silentness alone, 

Now teem with countless rills and shady woods, 

Corn-fields and pastures and white cottages’. 

  (P. B. Shelley, Queen Mab, VIII, lines 70-76) 

 

 

Timothy d’Arch Smith demarcates the closure of the Uranian movement as 1930 

— which is also the year of Hopkins’s second edition — although he does 

include, as an appendix to Love in Earnest, a consideration of Ralph Nicholas 

Chubb (1892-1960), who continued to create illuminated, mytho-poetic, Uranian 

texts until his death.  Despite d’Arch Smith’s scholarly demarcation, the Uranian 

continuum that began with Johnson’s Ionica in 1858 is still recognisable today in 

the works of a number of contemporary British and American authors, none more 

so than Guy Mattison Davenport, Jr (1927-2005).  Davenport will serve as the 

final consideration of this volume, after his writings have been provided a post-

Victorian context through E. M. Forster’s short story ‘The Classical Annex’ and 

the recent novels of Alan Hollinghurst. 

In Forster’s posthumously published ‘The Classical Annex’, a museum 

Curator, after being informed of several breakages in the annex, visits the hall 

and discovers, among other things, that one of the statues has doffed its prudish 

fig-leaf:  ‘The nude, now wholly so for the first time [since placed on exhibit], 

was a worthless late Roman work, and represented an athlete or gladiator of the 

non-intellectual type’.
1
  After freshly stringing the fig-leaf, the Curator ‘embraced 

                                                 
1
  E. M. Forster, ‘The Classical Annex’, in ‘The Life to Come’ and Other Stories (London: 

E. Arnold, 1972), pp.146-50; given its brevity, I have not provided page numbers.  In 

‘“This Pother about the Greeks”: Hellenism and Anti-Hellenism in 1914’, in Ezra Pound 
and Poetic Influence: The Official Proceedings of the 17th International Ezra Pound 
Conference, held at Castle Brunnenburg, Tirolo di Merano, ed. by Helen M. Dennis 

(Amsterdam, The Netherlands: Editions Rodopi, 2000), pp.55-69, Diana Collecott writes:  

‘Forster’s double entendres evoke Hellenism as a homoerotic code hidden within Paterian 

idealism and mediated by the English public school’ (p.65).  For a brief consideration of 

‘the manifold influence of E. M. Forster’s background as a classics scholar’ on ‘The 

Classical Annex’, particularly as this relates to the treatment, in Pseudo-Lucian’s Erôtes, 

of ‘the classical tale of a love-struck youth who one night sneaks into the temple of 

Aphrodite […] and makes physical love to the famed statue of the goddess there by the 

sculptor Praxiteles’, as well as the ways in which this youth’s molestation of the statue 

from behind ‘reveals the love-struck youth’s homosexual orientation towards the statue’, 
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the stone buttocks [of the sculpture] and fastened the string above them’, an 

embrace that proves rather arousing for the marble nude, and the Curator soon 

‘heard a string snap, and the fig-leaf whizzed across the room’.  Since a number 

of the archaeological artefacts in the Classical Annex seem increasingly animated 

by an ominous ‘spirit’, the Curator, a religiously-minded Oxford graduate, takes 

refuge in an Early Christian sarcophagus and dispels the ‘spirit’ by crossing 

himself.  He is willing to dismiss this experience as only ‘a dream but for an 

obscene change in the statue’s physique. […] He glanced at the fig-leaf, now all 

too small.  He backed away from [the statue], crossing himself constantly’ as he 

flees the museum. 

Upon arriving home, the Curator inquires as to the whereabouts of his 

son Denis, only to discover that Denis, on his way to the museum, must have 

passed him en route:  ‘They’ve won that [football] match and he wanted to tell 

you’.  Amidst her comments, his wife adds a salacious detail:  ‘He’s practically 

nothing on but his football shorts’.  No longer mindful of his afternoon tea, the 

Curator rushes frantically to the museum, arriving to find that 

 
none of the lights were on, which gave him hope.  Then far away he heard a 

familiar, an adorable sound:  a giggle.  Denis was laughing at something.  He 

dared not call out or give any sign, and crept forward cautiously, guiding himself 

by well-known objects […] until he heard his son say, ‘Aren’t you awful?’ and 

there was the sound of a kiss.  Gladiatorial feints, post-classical suctions, a brute 

planning its revenge.  There was not a moment to lose, and as the giggling 

started again and soared up into hysterics against a ground-bass of grunts the 

Curator stepped into the Christian sarcophagus and made the sign of the Cross.  

Again it worked.  Once more the Classical Annex and all its contents became 

still. 

       Then he switched on the light. 

 

The remainder of Forster’s story is a vignette from the future, a playful 

consideration of the public reception of the permanent, paederastic coupling of 

the boy and the Classical nude: 

 
And in after years a Hellenistic group called The Wrestling Lesson became quite 

a feature at Bigglesmouth, though it was not exhibited until the Curator and the 

circumstances of his retirement were forgotten.  ‘Very nice piece, very decent’ 

was Councillor Bodkin’s opinion.  ‘Look ’ow the elder brother’s got the little 

chappie down.  Look ’ow well the little chappie’s taking it’. 

 

As a piece of paederastic erotica, this story exhibits the humour and Edwardian 

tact that characterises most ‘literary’ Uranian writing from the turn of the century 

until 1967, the year in which the Sexual Offences Act decriminalised — at least 

in England and Wales — ‘buggery’ and ‘acts of gross indecency’ committed in 

                                                                                                                          
see Steven Doloff, ‘Passionate Statuary: A Look into “The Classical Annex” of E. M. 

Forster’, Notes and Queries, 47.3 (2000), pp.342-43. 
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private between consenting males aged twenty-one or over (legislation that 

accepted the key recommendations, made public on 3 September 1957, of the 

Committee on Homosexual Offences and Prostitution, chaired by John 

Wolfenden).
1
  From that moment onwards, ‘homosexuality’ had gained both legal 

protection and literary freedom, neither of which necessarily extended to those 

whose desires were paederastic. 

Although merely titillating, most ‘literary’ Uranian writing from the late-

1890s till the late-1960s (such as Forster’s ‘Classical Annex’) was only intended 

for private circulation among intimates or was to be found in fringe journals or 

volumes published on the Continent:  such is no longer the case.  An example of 

the drastic changes in publishing venue and readership since 1967 can be seen in 

the critical acclaim given to Alan Hollinghurst (1954 – ), whose ‘literary’ novels 

encapsulate and expand the ‘Pandemotic’ vices of Oscar Wilde and Lord Alfred 

Douglas rather than the prurient playfulness of E. M. Forster, novels that 

characterise the tone of post-1967 homoerotic and paederastic fiction on both 

sides of the Atlantic.  A graduate of Wilde’s Magdalen College, Oxford, who 

taught English at various Oxford colleges before assuming a deputy editorship at 

the Times Literary Supplement (1982-95), Hollinghurst made his literary debut 

with The Swimming-Pool Library (1988), a novel that won the Somerset 

Maugham Prize.  Its protagonist William Beckwith is a young aristocrat whose 

pleasures and promiscuity bespeak the utter decadence of his namesake William 

Beckford — or, as Colm Tóibín explains, ‘William moves around London like a 

predator turned philosopher’.
2
  In accord with the worst Uranian excesses 

actualised by Wilde and his coterie, Hollinghurst establishes the novel’s 

predatory overtones by episodes like the following, a randy William returning to 

his apartment, where seventeen-year-old Arthur awaits him: 

                                                 
1
 See Leslie Moran, The Homosexual(ity) of Law (London: Routledge, 1996), pp.1-2.  In 

1981, the Policy Advisory Committee on Sexual Offences, established by the British 

Home Office, recommended a minimum age of eighteen for homosexual acts, with a 

minority of the five members of the committee favouring a reduction to sixteen.  In 1996, 

the European Commission of Human Rights (the ‘Strasbourg Court’) ruled that Euan 

Sutherland (then seventeen) could legally challenge Britain’s standing age-of-consent 

legislation, a challenge that led, in 2000, to the British Parliament reducing the age of 

consent to sixteen — however, the age of consent remains eighteen for sexual acts in 

cases where there is a relationship of trust between the parties (as, for example, between a 

teacher and a pupil).  It is impractical, given the space required, to venture any comment 

on the multitudinous changes to state ‘sodomy laws’ in the United States of America.  In 

June 2003, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled 6-3 in Lawrence et al. v. Texas that all such 

‘sodomy laws’ are unconstitutional.  For a transcript of this ruling, see 

<http://www.supremecourtus.gov/opinions/02pdf/02-102.pdf> [last accessed 23 March 

2006].  The standard age of consent in the USA is eighteen (also applicable to those 

travelling abroad), though this varies by state. 
2
 Colm Tóibín, ‘The Comedy of Being English’ [Review of Alan Hollinghurst, The Line 

of Beauty (2004)], The New York Review of Books, 52.1 (13 January 2005) 

<http://www.nybooks.com/articles/17671> [last assessed 15 January 2005]. 
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The sky was uniformly grey, though a glare on the white frippery of the pavilion 

suggested a sun that might break through. 

       I was turning to leave when I spotted a lone Arab boy wandering along, 

hands in the pockets of his anorak, fairly unremarkable, yet with something 

about him which made me feel I must have him.  I was convinced that he had 

noticed me, and I felt a delicious surplus of lust and satisfaction at the idea of 

fucking him while another boy waited for me at home. 

       To test him out I dawdled off behind the pavilion to where some public 

lavatories, over-frequented by lonely middle-aged men, are tucked into the ivy-

covered, pine-darkened bank of the main road.
1
 

 

Such passages constitute the core ‘events’ of a Hollinghurst novel, events that, 

according to Sebastian Beaumont, exhibit the same banality that Wilde 

hypocritically preaches against in De Profundis — ‘the supreme vice is 

shallowness’ —    

 
It’s not Hollinghurst’s habit of constantly writing about sex that makes The Spell 
[1998] so dull (some of his sequences in The Swimming-Pool Library are 

anything but boring), but the fact that he writes about such selfish sex.  The sad 

thing is that Hollinghurst writes beautifully and there is no reason why, if he 

wrote about something else, this talented novelist couldn’t write a masterpiece.
2
 

 

This seemingly endless sequence of ‘selfish sex’ continues in Hollinghurst’s 

second novel, The Folding Star (1994), which was short-listed for the Booker 

Prize and won the James Tait Black Memorial Prize, a novel in which 

Hollinghurst attempts to explore the pangs of unrequited love by constructing ‘a 

more elaborate and explicit version of Henry James’s story “The Pupil”’
3
 and by 

merging language reminiscent of Hopkins’s with a raunchiness worthy of pulp 

erotica: 

 
At one point in the book, Hollinghurst shows terrific poetic ability by having 

[Edward] Manners (the protagonist) combine the style of Gerard Manley 

Hopkins with homoerotic sex-chat.  It is entertaining and, quite honestly, 

ingenious.
4
 

                                                 
1
 Alan Hollinghurst, The Swimming-Pool Library (London: Vintage, 1998), p.6.  In 

Hollinghurst’s novels, the protagonists have an uncanny ability to acquire boys of 

seventeen, which suggests that Hollinghurst (at the time he was writing them) was 

allowing his protagonists to transgress Britain’s then-current age-of-consent laws (see the 

note above), though without allowing those transgressions to raise too many eyebrows.  It 

is my hunch that his future protagonists will fetishize and acquire boys of fifteen. 
2
 Sebastian Beaumont, ‘Falling Star’ [Review of Alan Hollinghurst, The Spell (1998)], in 

Gay Times, 240 (September 1998), p.80. 
3
 Tóibín, ‘Comedy’. 

4
 Anonymous, Review of Alan Hollinghurst, The Folding Star (1994), The Michigan 

Daily Online (5 February 1996) <http://www.pub.umich.edu/daily/1996/feb/02-05-

96/arts/hollinghurst.html> [last accessed 23 March 2006]. 
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However, despite his finesse in combining ‘the style of Gerard Manley Hopkins 

with homoerotic sex-chat’, Hollinghurst’s protagonist nonetheless retains the 

stock features of ‘a predator turned philosopher’, as the reviewer subsequently 

complains: 

 
Much of the book deals with the 33-year-old Manners’ desire to sleep with his 

17-year-old [Flemish] student, Luc.  When Manners seeks to quench his hunger 

the result is inane:  he fantasizes about Luc urinating on him or defecating on 

him (the list is absurdly long), and when these fantasies are not satisfied, he 

steals pictures of Luc as well as his soiled underwear and socks (which he 

proceeds to wear).  All this is presented as a sign of Manners’ love.  But the fact 

is, this obsession is for a boy that Manners’ hardly knows.  He wishes to tell Luc 

he loves him before they had even exchanged a few words.
 1
 

 

It is against the predatory banality of Hollinghurst’s novels — novels 

representative of ‘acclaimed’ homoerotic and paederastic writing since 1967, 

writing that usually extends the poisoned chalice of Wilde’s Priapic 

‘paedobaptistry’ — that the following will examine the fiction of Guy Davenport, 

a distinguished alumni professor of English at the University of Kentucky 

College of Arts and Sciences, whose death on 4 January 2005 has occasioned a 

number of retrospective evaluations, none more insightful, for my present 

considerations, than Philip Christman’s claim that ‘[Davenport] also brought his 

classicist’s acceptance of pedagogical pederasty to the art of fiction — an aspect 

of his writing that occasions understandable controversy’.
2
  Although Davenport 

had, by 2004, written forty-seven books of commentary, poetry, translation, and 

fiction, as well as won a MacArthur ‘Genius’ Fellowship,
3
 the following will 

consider only one representative volume of his, The Jules Verne Steam Balloon: 

                                                 
1
 Michigan Daily. 

2
 Philip Christman, A Virtual Cantina: A One-Man Aldaily (9 January 2005) <http:// 

philipchristman.blogspot.com/2005_01_01_philipchristman_archive.html> [last accessed 

23 March 2006].  See also Andre Furlani, ‘Guy Davenport’s Pastorals of Childhood 

Sexuality’, in Curiouser: On the Queerness of Children, ed. by Steven Bruhm and 

Natasha Hurley (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 2004), pp.225-44. 
3
 These details are taken from Wyatt Mason, ‘There Must I Begin to Be: Guy Davenport’s 

Heretical Fictions’, Harper’s Magazine, 308.1847 (April 2004), pp.87-92 (p.87).  In this 

portion of my ‘Conclusion’, I have relied heavily on Mason’s article, the only serious, 

critical engagement of Davenport that approaches him on his own terms, especially in 

regard to the erotic elements within his fiction, elements usually considered anathema and 

attacked as representative of Davenport’s ‘polymathic pederasty’ (p.92).  The difficulty 

that scholarship has in approaching Davenport’s fiction is observable in the following 

‘disclaimer’ by Samuel R. Delany:  ‘I start by saying I have no notion what Davenport’s 

sexual persuasion might be. [….] My disclaimer is sincere.  I don’t know. [….] Whatever 

his sexual fixes, [Davenport] nevertheless produces work saturated with pederastic 

resonances’ — Shorter Views: Queer Thoughts & the Politics of the Paraliterary 

(Middletown, CT: Wesleyan University Press, 2000), p.113. 
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Nine Stories (1987),
1
 a collection of stories that Hopkins, Pater, Johnson, and 

Dolben would have recognised as a ‘Classical Annex’ attached to their own 

Uranian positionality, a ‘Classical Annex’ that would have left them to ‘wonder 

at the daring of poets later born’, poets who have taken the same ‘elevated’ 

paederastic path, but taken it farther.  

As Wyatt Mason relates, ‘the Scandinavian Everyland of Davenport’s 

imagination’ is a space ‘in which certain received ideas about human interaction 

and psychological development are revoked, [and] the stories [set there] read as if 

the Fall never happened and Freud was never there to assemble the pieces of our 

shame’.
2
  Two of the inhabitants of this Everyland are Kim Eglund and Anders 

Hammel, twelve and fifteen years old, respectively, boys who resemble ‘pals in a 

Greek goatherd-and-shepherd poem, idyllisk’ (Balloon, p.50) — recalling the 

Alexandrian debate between Comatas and Lacon.  As these boys recount their 

consummation embrace, Davenport constructs a scene reminiscent of Marius the 

Epicurean reading Apuleius’s Golden Ass with Flavian, though Davenport’s 

barnloft dalliance is far more daring and tactile than Pater’s: 

 
[Kim] had seen me throwing my javelin and jogging and reading under a tree 

and had come over and said he was Kim, eleven, soon to be twelve.  I think he 

thought I was generous to notice him at all[, said Anders].  Fifteen is pretty 

scary, Kim said.  So after all the things you do to make friends, we found a 

sunny old barnloft across a field of sunflowers, where we proposed to do some 

serious jacking off.  (Balloon, p.93)  

 

I didn’t think, Kim said, you’d even notice that I exist, much less make friends.  

The barn had a grand smell of oats cows chickenfeed old wood and time. [….] 

The silence was sweet and the barn snug and private.  O jo! Anders said, cozy 

secret bright, stepping from window to window.  Our place, all our own. [….] 

[Kim] scrunched his eyes, feeling naughty and in love.  Anders, mouth dry, 

swallowing hard, shoved down his bathing slip, snapped it inside out, and hung 

it on a peg.  (Pp.51-52)  

 

[Kim said,] I sweetened my gaze at you and wriggled my toes, you said, you 

little rascal, Keep looking at me like that and my peter will stand bolt upright 

and whimper, and I kept looking at you like that, and here’s your peter, herre 
Jemini! rose-petal pink, standing bolt upright.  So why are you blushing?  Robin 

eggs in gelatin, Kim’s balls to Anders’s feel. [….] Why do you like me?  

Because, Anders said, there’s a poem by Rimbaud that begins Aussitôt que l’idée 
du Déluge se fut rassise, un lièvre s’arrêta dans les sainfoins et les 

                                                 
1
 Guy Davenport, The Jules Verne Steam Balloon: Nine Stories (San Francisco, CA: 

North Point Press, 1987); abbreviated as Balloon.  For equally apt displays of paederastic 

pedagogy and its finer nuances — often involving the same fictional characters as The 
Jules Verne Steam Balloon — see Guy Davenport, A Table of Green Fields: Ten Stories 

(New York: New Directions, 1993) and The Death of Picasso: New & Selected Writing 
(Washington, D.C.: Shoemaker & Hoard, 2003). 
2
 Mason, p.91. 
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clochettes mouvantes, et dit sa prière à l’arc-en-ciel à travers la toile de 
l’araignée [As soon as the idea of the Flood had subsided, a hare stopped 
among the clover patches and the swaying daffodils and said its prayer to the 
rainbow through the spider’s web.] And the dove came back with an olive 

branch in its foot.  (P.53)
1
  

 

In the recurring Danish Arcadia of Davenport’s fictions — the school NFS 

Grundtvig
2
 — boys do woo one another with lines from Arthur Rimbaud, for the 

‘Grundtviggers’ have a precocity nurtured by Hugo Tvemunding, who, like 

William Johnson more than a century before, is an assistant Classics master and a 

staunch apologist for those ‘ancient Greek sentimental loyalties’ that began with 

the Dorians, ‘loyalties’ that flourished in the Renaissance and in Victorian 

Oxford, ‘loyalties’ that continue in the aesthetic works of Davenport and others.  

More daringly than Johnson as Classicist, Hugo imparts a paederastic 

‘knowledge’ that is concise, accurate, and uncompromising, ‘knowledge’ adapted 

to his students’ competence.
3
  Hence, his lessons construct a Plato and Platonism 

for Boys: 

 
Herds of boys, agemates, in Sparta, ate together on the floor of the mess, with 

their fingers, from the bare boards.  They wore as their only clothing winter 

and summer an old shirt that left their legs bare from crotch to toe, handed 

down from elder brothers, the nastier snagged daubed patched and too small, 

the better.  They learned together grammar, law, manners, and singing.  

Each herd had a Boymaster, who taught them to march in time to the flute 

and lyre.  Each boy sooner or later was caught by an older lover, and carried 

away to the country.  The boy’s friends came along, too, for the fun of it.  This 

outing lasted through three full moons, and thereafter the two were friends for 

life.  The lover gave the beloved, as was required by Spartan law, a wine 

cup, shield, sword, soldier’s cape, and an ox.  With the ox he threw a banquet, 

and invited all of his herd, together with their lovers, and gave an account, 

in intimate detail, of how he had been loved for two months.  After this, 

the beloved wore respectable clothes given him by his lover.  They went 

hunting and dancing together, and ran together in races.  (Balloon, p.90) 

                                                 
1
 The English translation is by Steven Monte, Invisible Fences: Prose Poetry as a Genre 

in French and American Literature (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 2000), p.93. 
2
 Nikolaj Frederik Severin Grundtvig (1783-1872), the most prominent Danish 

intellectual of the nineteenth century, is labelled ‘The Father of Danish Folk Schools’ 

(folkelig hojskole), a humanist educational system designed to foster the self-actualisation 

of its students.  See Steven M. Borish, The Land of the Living: The Danish Folk High 
Schools and Denmark’s Non-Violent Path to Modernization (Nevada City, California: 

Blue Dolphin, 1991). 
3
 To demonstrate Hugo’s uncompromising forthrightness, consider the following from 

William Armstrong Percy III, Pederasty and Pedagogy in Archaic Greece (Champaign: 

University of Illinois Press, 1996), p.69:  ‘Whatever the medium, pederasty, along with its 

associated features, herds of boys, athletic nudity, and perhaps certain aristocratic 

political institutions, were imported from Crete to Sparta’. 
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Through such blatant disclosures — ‘openness, brashness, spirit […] [the] 

boundaries of freedom moving outwards’ (p.91) — Hugo manages to transfer 

much of his own paederastic openness and brashness to his students, who 

continue to circulate this ‘knowledge’ among themselves as a furtherance of his 

pedagogical process.  Not surprisingly, both inside and outside of lessons, Hugo 

is a constant curiosity to his students and scouts, who ever discuss his views, 

posit his bisexuality, and seek to discover his consistency, a consistency difficult 

to ascertain in a person who embodies those Whitmanesque ‘multitudes’ that 

Hopkins and Pater made integral: 

 
What if [Hugo] Tvemunding likes boys?  He’s always talking about ancient 

Greek sentimental loyalties, as he calls them, and then there’re his Scouts, but 

next he’s off on Jesus and Sankt Paul, and he has that dark-haired girl [Mariana 

Landarbejder] he’s most certainly fucking.  So? said Anders, why can’t he like 

both, love both?  (P.84)  

 

Or, as Hugo expresses himself: 

 
I have only my Mariana, that delightful girl, and my classical scholarship, and 

my Boy Scouts, and my sober round of reading, gymnastics, my thesis for the 

Theological Faculty at the university, my painting, teaching, learning.  I can 

share what I feel.  Not always well, but the possibility is there.  I believe what 

the Boy Scout Manual says:  Forget Yourself.  The important thing to me is to 

know, so that I can respond, how others experience being, love, lust, food, a 

film, a summer afternoon.  I try to paint because I want to show others what I 

think is beautiful.  (P.88)  

 

Exactly what Hugo considers ‘beautiful’ is revealed by his choice of artistic 

models: 

 
Nose like a buck hare, said Hugo.  Square toes.  Eyes slyly sweet and 

sweetly sly.  Hugo, liking the world, was an accurate draughtsman.  Franklin sat 

on a chair, elf naked.  (P.81) 

 

Magnus, one of my Scouts, said Hugo of a boy whose hair, blond as a lamb, 

curled in swashes and scrolls over his forehead.  Pectorals in robust definition, 

he was otherwise as lean as a whippet.  Hi, Mariana said, you’re pretty.  Don’t 

dress on my account.  Micro undies are more than I usually see on 

Grundtviggers.  Look, Magnus, Hugo said, […] you’re blushing already.  (P.83) 

 

The last passage  — Hugo’s rather spurious explanation to his girlfriend Mariana 

about the presence of Magnus — is made all the more suggestive by their playful, 

verbal fencing the next day: 

 
So Magnus and I talked for hours.  I called his folks and said it was too late for 

him to walk home and that I’d put him up for the night.  Heard that one, Mariana 

said.  Please, Hugo said. [….] Magnus is a Spartan, and a little confused.  (P.84) 
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In Davenport’s fictions, placement is vital, and this verbal fencing is wedged 

between two paragraphs, the first containing Hugo’s statement ‘Puberty […] 

good old puberty.  And, as more than likely, our balls charged with manly juices 

and our unruly cock made our heart tick allegro and hanker to hug somebody and 

be hugged’ (p.83); the second, that discussion ‘What if [Hugo] Tvemunding likes 

boys?  […] Why can’t he like both [sexes], love both?’  Such placements 

constitute a suggestive colour-element in Davenport’s fictional palette, and serve 

to delineate the paederastic nuances, as if by a form of Cubism or collage — as 

one might expect from a writer who was also a painter and an expert on 

Modernist art.
1
 

Although Hugo’s artistry, friendships, allusions, and pedagogy literally 

trumpet his paederastic desires, Davenport never allows Hugo to be relegated to 

the margins of Western society, the Vestibule of Hell, or a Comatas coffer.  

Instead, he depicts Hugo as forever fulfilling Johnson’s request to ‘lift the lid a 

moment’, to exercise a ‘Vocation’ not an ‘In-Vocation’, as Mason relates: 

 
Hugo is a paragon of balance:  body and mind, teaching and learning, religion 

and science, art and philosophy, community service and individual betterment.  

Naturally, conspicuously, his physical perfection is Ideal.  So too his pack of 

boys:  they are, in Fourierist form, all bright, open, curious, and creative.  And, 

without question, interested in exploring their sexuality, from which Davenport 

certainly does not shy away.
2
 

 

This refusal to ‘shy away’ is continually on exhibit in Davenport’s fictions, as in 

a conversation about foreplay in which Kim recounts the experience of ‘juice 

beading out’ of Anders’s penis, to which Hugo immediately responds with a 

touch of enlightenment:  ‘Bulbourethral secretion, Hugo said, to be coolly 

pedantic’ (Balloon, p.94).  By refusing to ‘shy away’, Davenport’s descriptions 

are always bountifully tactile, which accords with the Keatsian detail that 

‘Scoutmaster [Hugo] Tvemunding, who taught Latin, Greek, and gym at NFS 

Grundtvig and Sunday School at Treenigheden, [was always] talking about 

everything being touch’ (p.113).
3
  An example of Hugo’s blending of pedagogy 

and touch is illustrated by the following: 

                                                 
1
 For a collection of his artworks, see Erik Anderson Reece, A Balance of Quinces: The 

Paintings and Drawings of Guy Davenport (New York: New Directions, 1996).  For 

examples of his aesthetic criticism, see Guy Davenport, The Drawings of Paul Cadmus 

(New York: Rizzoli, 1989); The Hunter Gracchus and Other Papers on Literature and 
Art (New York: Counterpoint, 1996); Objects on a Table: Harmonious Disarray in Art 
and Literature (New York: Counterpoint, 1998). 
2
 Mason, p.91. 

3
 ‘Guy Davenport reveres Charles Fourier for the same reasons that Andre Breton, the 

founder of Surrealism, honored him with an ode.  All three […] regenerate forms of 

prelapsarian innocence and see the world with a childlike sense of the marvellous; they 

celebrate life in all of its ecstatic physicality’ — Patrick Meanor, ‘The Fourierist Parables 
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Lizard, the Greeks called it, Hugo said, flipping Kim’s penis with a 

nonchalant finger.  We didn’t think, Anders said, you’d come up [to our 

clubhouse] when we weren’t having a formal meeting.  But Tom asked me, 

Hugo said.  I’ve seen everything [that boys ‘fooling around’ do] anyhow.  I 

wanted, said Tom, to see if you’d come.  I don’t see anything but some bare 

boys such as I see thrice weekly with my Scouts, Hugo said.  Officially I’m not 

here.  (P.93)  

 

 

 
 

Fragment of a kylix (drinking cup) depicting 

a scene of a man holding a boy’s penis 
Greek (attributed to the painter Makron) 

Red-Figure terracotta, Late Archaic or Early Classical Period (5
th

 century BCE) 

Museum of Fine Arts, Boston, Massachusetts, USA 

 

 

Hugo’s statement that ‘officially I’m not here’ covers a multitude of insinuations 

and transgressions, and recognises that (mis)constructions would certainly be 

placed upon his being found alone with these naked (pre)pubescent boys in a 

clubhouse at NFS Grundtvig after hours, not to mention his comment that the 

Greek word for penis translates into ‘lizard’, a comment given emphasis by his 

salacious flipping of the ‘lizard’ on twelve-year-old Kim.  This scene in the 

clubhouse — a Uranian positionality that is no longer a Comatas coffer — would 

certainly be (mis)interpreted by most adults on the outside as maladjusted, 

psychotic, immoral, sinful, unlawful, fringe, objectionable, and/or intrusive.  It 

would also warrant the idealised Hugo, were he in America or Britain, a stint in a 

prison or psychiatric hospital; or, at the very least, the forfeiture of his teaching 

                                                                                                                          
of Guy Davenport’, in Postmodern Approaches to the Short Story, ed. by Farhat 

Iftekharrudin, et al. (Westport, CT: Praeger/Greenwood, 2003), pp.133-44 (p.143). 
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position, as Johnson had.  However, fortunately for Hugo, this is Davenport’s 

imaginary Denmark, a place where one posits for oneself how ‘to be or not to be’. 

While the other ‘Grundtviggers’ ponder and measure Hugo at length, his 

favourites Kim, Anders, and Franklin ‘know’ him all too well (perhaps in the 

fullest biblical sense), with his body and its history more familiar to them than 

modern Western society would expect or hope: 

 
Hugo’s twice as old as me plus a year, Franklin said, and has been fucking since 

fifteen.  His dick’s 23 cm.  He and my sister Mariana do it every day, because 

they love each other.  (Balloon, p.135)  

 

Hugo’s [penis] has big veins all over it, and bumpy ridges.  Long as my forearm, 

and the head’s as big as my fist.  See, he said he got it that big by whacking off 

when he was a boy.  (P.141)  

 

Nevertheless, in the Arcadia that is Davenport’s Jules Verne Steam Balloon, all 

charges of ‘corrupting the innocent’ are rendered mute or moot; and all erotic 

touches and their accompanying ‘knowing’, whether bestowed by the boys 

themselves or by the adult Hugo (‘twice as old as me plus a year’), bespeak only 

the playfulness about which James Kincaid concludes:  ‘Play, feasting on its own 

inventiveness, does not lead to anything but its own perpetuation. […] Play 

eroticizes the whole world — and keeps it that way’.
1
  Moreover, as an exemplar 

of this ‘herd of boys’, these ‘agemates’, twelve-year-old Kim literally basks in 

this form of love, a love that infuses his world with the aesthetic, erotic 

playfulness Kincaid describes above: 

 
Then [Kim] stared at the engraving of Holberg to the left of the map and reset 

the nudge of his penis in his pants.  The view through the French windows was a 

Bonnard.  He read all the dull mail on the desk while fitching his crotch with 

meditative fingerings.  At the harpsichord he played a gavotte by Bach, to keep 

from thinking of Anders just then.  Midnote a repeat he froze, swivelled around, 

and turned a cartwheel.  The view through the French windows was Bonnard 

because of the greens and mauves, the rusty pink of the brick wall.  Anders, 

talking or strolling, liked to roll the ball of his thumb against his dick through his 

pants, and laugh like a dog about it, no sound, only a happy look and slitty eyes.  

Kim slid his pants down and off.  Whether anybody was home he didn’t know.  

His briefs caught on his shoe and had to be hopped free.  He yawned grandly, 

and stretched.  He finished the gavotte at the harpsichord, did another 

cartwheel, and sauntered upstairs, britchesless.  On the bed he allowed himself to 

think about Anders, happily, wondering if he were wicked, silly, or simply 

lucky.  (Balloon, p.55)  

 

                                                 
1
 James R. Kincaid, Child-Loving: The Erotic Child and Victorian Culture (New York: 

Routledge, 1992), p.197. 
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Beyond its prurient suggestiveness (complete with the Hopkinsian detail of 

doffing one’s clothes before remembering one’s still-tied shoes), the above 

reveals an Everyland untainted by Christian shame, with prepubescent Kim cast 

in a Uranian fantasy role and Davenport’s reader cast as a paederastic Porphyro, 

provided a voyeuristic proximity to this naked boy without that distance being 

defeated, at least artistically.  Beyond its dynamic of voyeurism/exhibitionism, 

this image of Kim, an uninhibited prepubescent flaunting about in a gilded 

setting, also bespeaks a degree of depth and a score of Paterian virtues — 

‘impressions, […] pleasant memories, and subsequent hopes […] a really 

Epicurean economy’ (Pater, Review of Dorian Gray, p.60).  As Mason relates: 

 
Davenport’s [Edenic] Garden, abandoned but pristine, is a world of potential 

waiting to be seized.  Unaware of what befell the prior tenants, innocents fill the 

house, and each other, with endless stores of goodness. [….] That Davenport’s 

[…] boys might forge joyful bonds in nature should be an acceptable alternative 

to [William] Golding’s version, in which children left to their own devices hack 

one another apart.  Alas, few critics have seen it that way.  When a seventy-five-

year-old man writes about little boys falling in love, describes them admiring 

each other’s dicks, rubbing noses, blowing kisses to each other, it seems his 

work can’t escape the most literal interpretations.
1
 

                                                 
1
 Mason, p.92.  Had it been cast as academic, rather than fictive, Davenport’s paederastic 

Utopia — particularly as actualised by Hugo — would likely have received a far more 

hostile reception, a reception that can be anticipated in lieu of the following snippets of 

Americana:  On 19 September 2005, the conservative website WorldNetDaily.com ran an 

article titled ‘New Book Promotes Sex with Children: Ph.D. “Expert” Claims Pederasty 

Good for “Nurturing”, “Mentoring” Young Boys’ <http://worldnetdaily.com/news/ 

article.asp?ARTICLE_ID=46394> [last accessed 18 June 2006], an article that elicited 

wide-spread condemnation of an as-yet-unreleased book, despite the fact that none of 

those condemning it could have read the chapter about which they were protesting.  

Under mounting pressure from the general public, The Haworth Press, an academic 

publisher, cancelled the controversial book before publication.  After further 

consideration, The Haworth Press posted the following note on their official website:   

The Haworth Press, Inc., will be proceeding with publication of a re-edited 

version of Same-Sex Desire and Love in Greco-Roman Antiquity and in the 
Classical Tradition of the West.  This version will not include Dr. Bruce Rind’s 

chapter titled ‘Pederasty: An Integration of Cross-Cultural, Cross-Species, and 

Empirical Data’.  It is the intention of the Press to publish a future volume (title 

and publication date to be announced) which will examine the controversial 

issues surrounding research on adult-adolescent sexuality in a fully-framed 

context from as many perspectives as possible, including Dr. Rind’s and those of 

his critics.  <http://www.haworthpress.com/store/product.asp?sku=5694> [last 

accessed 18 June 2006] 
  

Earlier, Dr Rind had garnered national condemnation for publishing, with his co-authors 

Philip Tromovitch and Robert Bauserman, ‘A Meta-Analytic Examination of Assumed 

Properties of Child Sexual Abuse Using College Samples’, Psychological Bulletin, 124.1 

(1998), pp.22-53.  Although the Psychological Bulletin is a peer-reviewed journal of the 
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Sometimes whole chapters are nothing more than these boys flaunting about en 
plein air, as with chapter eighty-four, which merely reads:  ‘Forest light on bare 

butts.  Kim smelled of mint between the toes’ (Balloon, p.90).  Although a 

miniature, this chapter is Uranian prose at its most palpable, a Keatsian ‘this 

living hand, now warm and capable / Of earnest grasping’.1  

 
 

    
 

 

Almost universally unappreciated, the depth and corresponding Paterian 

virtues that Davenport delineates in his own characters are absent in 

Hollinghurst’s ‘predator turned philosopher’, despite that predator’s linguistic 

finesse in combining ‘the style of Gerard Manley Hopkins with homoerotic sex-

chat’.  By analogy, Hollinghurst’s protagonists resemble the Porphyro that Jack 

Stillinger unmasks in John Keats’s ‘The Eve of St Agnes’; and Davenport’s, the 

Porphyro that Earl Wasserman finds:  the first are vampiric seducers; the second, 

Provençal courtiers.
2
  Notice that the Paterian virtues of Davenport’s puerile 

protagonists and their ‘boymaster’ Hugo include servitude and possessiveness, 

courtly qualities that Wilde, with his lust for beautiful ‘objects’ he could handle 

                                                                                                                          
American Psychological Association, in this case politics took precedence over scientific 

research, with the United States Congress attempting to nullify the co-authors’ findings 

by legislative vote.  On 12 July 1999, the House of Representatives passed a resolution — 

a resolution subsequently passed unanimously in the Senate — condemning this study 

and declaring that child-adult sexual contact could be nothing save ‘abusive and 

destructive’.  However, a later re-evaluation of the article by the American Association 

for the Advancement of Science’s Committee of Scientific Freedom and Responsibility 

concluded that there was ‘no clear evidence of improper application of methodology or 

other questionable practices on the part of the article’s authors’. 
1
 John Keats, ‘[This Living Hand, Now Warm and Capable]’, lines 1-2, in Elizabeth 

Cook, ed., John Keats (Oxford Authors series) (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1990), 

p.331. 
2
 This is a reference to the still-potent, antipodal perspectives on John Keats’s poem.  See 

Earl R. Wasserman, ‘The Eve of St. Agnes’, in The Finer Tone: Keats’s Major Poems 

(Baltimore, MD: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1957), pp.97-138; Jack Stillinger, ‘The 

Hoodwinking of Madeline: Skepticism in “The Eve of St. Agnes”’, in ‘The Hoodwinking 
of Madeline’ and Other Essays on Keats’s Poems (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 

1971), pp.67-93; Jack Stillinger, Reading ‘The Eve of St. Agnes’: The Multiples of 
Complex Literary Transaction (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999). 

On His Holidays (detail) 
John Singer Sargent (1856-1925) 

Oil on canvas, 1901-02 

Lady Lever Art Gallery 

Port Sunlight, near Liverpool, UK 
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and later discard — ‘I used to be utterly reckless of young lives:  I used to take up 

a boy, love him “passionately”, and then grow bored with him, and often take no 

notice of him’
1
 — could neither conceive nor compass: 

 
Anders squatted to undo Kim’s shoes and pants.  You undress him? Lemuel said.  

Neat.  Hejsa! the kid has no more pubic hair than an infant.  I do too, Kim said, 

some.  He comes, Anders said, and I love him.  (Balloon, p.93)  

 

Timidly [Kim] hugged back, and then hugged warmly, with a kiss for her nose.  

[Meg] returned the kiss on his navel, and gave him up to Anders’s claiming 

arms.  (P.72) 

 

These images become even courtlier when brought into proximity with the 

confession of Hollinghurst’s protagonist that ‘I felt a delicious surplus of lust and 

satisfaction at the idea of fucking [this Arab boy] while another boy waited for 

me at home’.  In Hollinghurst’s hands, Kim, Anders, and Franklin would be 

worthy of a predatory ‘fuck’:  in Davenport’s, they would be worthy of the 

renunciation that T. H. White embraced — ‘the practical facts of life are an 

impenetrable barrier […] [that] offers the fox to my bosom, and I must let it 

gnaw’
2
 — or, given the removal of that barrier in an Arcadian Denmark, all the 

Hopkinsian ‘froliclavish’ that love and freedom can bestow on the path to self-

actualisation. 

Unlike Hollinghurst’s protagonists, Davenport’s are enveloped in an 

atmosphere of love and devotion that literary critics, almost without exception, 

have found, at best, disconcerting, far more disconcerting than the blatant 

banality that eventually won Hollinghurst the Booker Prize
3
: 

 
That so many of Davenport’s readers and critics have seen naked boys and 

thought smut, have seen love and decided it ‘unsettling’, is an expression of the 

problem Davenport wants to get past, not sexually but intellectually.  For what 

these stories do — if we can escape what Davenport has called ‘our end-of-the-

century comstockery and liberal puritanism’ — is encourage us to question what 

kind of world we have built for ourselves. [….] Davenport’s Fourierist fictions 

are figurative expressions of a desire for release from the narrowly defined jails 

— verbal, philosophical, practical — that our beliefs can erect.
4
 

 

This imaginary Denmark is merely a ‘backdrop for Davenport’s reimagining of 

Western civilization along Fourierist lines.  [Charles] Fourier found the bourgeois 

                                                 
1
 Letter to Reginald Turner, 21 June 1897, in Rupert Hart-Davis, ed., The Letters of Oscar 

Wilde (New York: Harcourt, Brace, 1962), p.616. 
2
 Sylvia Townsend Warner, T. H. White: A Biography (London: Jonathan Cape, 1967), 

pp.277-78. 
3
 His novel The Line of Beauty (2004) won the 2004 Man Booker Prize for Fiction. 

4
 Mason, p.92. 
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family unit suffocating and murderous; Davenport seeks to reinvent it’.
1
  One of 

the ways that Davenport depicts this ‘reinvention’ is through the liberal values of 

Kim’s father, the Headmaster of NFS Grundtvig, a Latinist who facilitates an 

intergenerational discourse with his son based on a mutual understanding of the 

flesh and its attendant desires, as when Kim is discovered caressing himself 

sensually in his presence:  ‘Papa looked funny over the top of his glasses and then 

up to heaven, and then paid me a wink.  O boy’ (Balloon, p.60).  It is within the 

context of that wink that Davenport’s reader is prompted to consider the 

following exchange between father and son, an exchange that blends the father’s 

Latinist values with the more Grecian values of his younger colleague Hugo, a 

blend of ‘the Danish and the Greek’: 

 
Kim in stubby blue pants all but occulted by a jersey with the collar flicked up 

cockily in back, fists at thighs, head down. […] [His father said,] You’re as 

brown as an Etruscan and as fetching as Ganymedes.  Who’s that?  Charming 

chap your age in Greek legend filched by Zeus to do God knows what with.   

(P.56) 

 

As with Forster’s ‘Classical Annex’, Davenport’s fictions (although 

written decades later) exhibit the humour and Edwardian tact that characterise 

most ‘literary’ Uranian writing from the turn of the century until 1967; for, 

according to Mason, ‘nowhere in any of Davenport’s stories are his children 

[actually] witnessed having sex.  Thus the notion that this could be pornography, 

or pederasty, is difficult to support’.
2
  Despite its attempt to assuage critical 

disapproval, Mason’s generalisation is inaccurate.  Even in the darkness of 

Forster’s Edwardian tale, the boy and the animated Roman statue are ‘witnessed 

having sex’ — visually by the resulting sculpture ‘The Wrestling Lesson’, 

audibly by 

 
a familiar, an adorable sound:  a giggle.  Denis was laughing at something.  […] 

‘Aren’t you awful?’ and there was the sound of a kiss.  Gladiatorial feints, post-

classical suctions [...] [and] the giggling started again and soared up into 

hysterics against a ground-bass of grunts. 

 

Similarly, Davenport’s characters are also ‘witnessed having sex’, though in 

prose handled with the same deftness as Forster’s.  Mason’s generalisation cannot 

possibly account for the following scene (which constitutes all of chapter thirty-

                                                 
1
 Mason, p.91.  François Marie Charles Fourier (1772-1837), the French social 

philosopher, hoped to reorganise society into a Utopia where individuals could follow 

their natural inclinations, believing that, by allowing people to channel their natural 

passions properly, rather than forcing them to strain within the ‘jesses’ and ‘mind-forg’d 

manacles’ supplied by existing ‘civilisation’, mankind would achieve social harmony and 

enlightenment.  For the significance of Fourier to Davenport, see Bruce Bawer, ‘The 

Stories of Guy Davenport: Fiction à la Fourier’, The New Criterion, 3.4 (1984), pp.8-14. 
2
 Mason, p.92. 
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three of The Jules Verne Steam Balloon), a scene in which Hugo, Mariana, and 

her young brother Franklin (‘half as old as Hugo, after subtracting a year’) are 

indeed ‘witnessed having sex’, in medias res, in a mixture curious to untangle: 

 
I like my sandbar, Franklin said, like my river.  Also Hugo’s house all one room 

and a big window in the roof.  Sand on your dick and balls, Mariana said, 

brushing.  And, said Franklin, you and Hugo have come three times and I’ve 

only come once.  Hejsa! that feels yummy.  This isn’t icky?  Hope not, Hugo 

answered for her.  But, said Franklin, his eyes squeezing closed, acute pleasure 

making his fingers spread and his mouth a muzzle, when she lollies your dick 

you’re kissing her between the legs, and then you fuck.  Oh jo, Hugo said, sweet 

and slow.  Hunch in, and you’ll get a flutter of tongue-tip on the backdrag.  

Warm and wet, Franklin said, and good.  Me next, Hugo said.  Mariana shooed 

him away, smoothing hands up Franklin’s thighs to his collarbones.  Faunulus on 

the mossbank, Pastorella on her knees.  The blithering phone.  Hallo, jo.  Not 

really:  an afternoon with friends.  Love to, but can’t.  Later, then, or another 

time.  Bore’s delight, the telephone.  Going to come, Franklin said.  Coming! he 

sang.  Figmilk, said Mariana, a nice skeet and a fribble.  What a blush!  Hugo 

hefted him out of the chair and crushed him in a hug.  Bet you, he said, you can’t 

come again, two handrunning, and then we’ll all be even, and start over.  (P.65)
1
 

 

Even when the eroticism is less ejaculatory than the above, Davenport’s reader is 

brought tantalisingly close to that inevitable ‘figmilk’, though the sexual act that 

produces it usually takes place offstage or is handled symbolically, often with a 

botanist’s touch.  Notice the brilliant transition between the two sections of 

chapter twenty, a description of a pubescent ménage à trois, two boys and a girl, 

a description that blends into a florid ‘longspur lupine’: 

 
I liked kissing all day yesterday.  Poor Nello’s left out.  Don’t anybody kiss me, 

Nello said. As [Nello and Gerrit] stood kissing, Petra pushed down Gerrit’s 

briefs, and, squatting, took them off, batting Gerrit’s hands away from trying to 

pull them up again.  No clothes we agreed, she said.  I’m mortified, said Gerrit. 
 

Lupinus Calcaratus 
Erect, high, silky pubescent throughout, leafy.  Leaflets 7 to 10, linear 

lanceolate, acute, mucronate:  stipules ovate, acuminate, persistent:  flowers in 

rather close and short raceme, bracts subulate, deciduous, calyx deeply spurred 

at base, minutely bracteolate, the upper lip short, double-toothed, white, the 

lower larger, entire, acute:  banner and wings somewhat pubescent externally, 

the keel ciliate:  pods hairy, with four seeds.  Flowers white, the spur exceeding 

the pedicels.  (Balloon, p.12) 

                                                 
1
 For several incestuous moments between Mariana and her younger brother Franklin, see 

Balloon, pp.72; 77-78.  For erotic insinuation involving Franklin spending the night alone 

with Hugo — ‘Moreover, he and Hugo were going to sleep together, like buddies, no 

pyjamas’ — see pp.95-96.  (This last detail echoes the criminal charges in the recent 

Michael Jackson trial, suggesting how this Davenport ‘sleep-over’ would be perceived by 

the American legal system and current American public opinion.) 
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Through a score of such Modernist and Post-Modernist techniques, Davenport’s 

prose manages to fulfil what-cannot-be-fulfilled amid denials, scrupulosities, and 

beliefs; amid ethical, legal, and religious restrictions; amid the concern of 

Western society (in general) and Anglo-American society (in particular) to limit 

physical intimation and actualisation of homoerotic and paederastic desires.  The 

result is a textual, paederastic Utopia. 

 
 

 
 

Lupinus arbustus (Laxiflorus), subspecies Calcaratus  
 

 

‘In his own fiction’, Mason writes, ‘Davenport has succeeded in […] 

finding new ways to dramatize one, suggestive question:  “What if we were 

free?”’
1
  This is the principal question that the Uranian positionality has 

attempted to answer for itself since 1858 — whether the confining, honey-

nurtured space was Johnson’s Comatas chest, Dolben’s treasure-house, Pater’s 

vestibule, Hopkins’s epithalamic coffer and winter world, Forster’s Classical 

Annex, or Davenport’s NFS Grundtvig clubhouse.  Like the Victorian and 

Edwardian Uranians, the late Guy Davenport was primarily concerned with ‘how 

the sensitive individual who creates art survives in a society that is frequently 

inhospitable to such sensitivity’,
2
 especially that paederastic sensitivity that, since 

the ascendancy of Christianity, has constituted a unique positionality, a little 

tended aspect of the human condition, an unploughed-yet-fertile field for 

scholarly investigation.
3
  This is the continuum that this volume has attempted to 

                                                 
1
 Mason, p.92. 

2
 Ibid., p.88.  This recalls Pater’s short story ‘Emerald Uthwart’. 

3
 The Uranian positionality presently flourishes in the works of modern Japanese 

cartoonists, particularly in Shonen-ai (or ‘Boy-Love’) Manga.  These cartoons often draw 

on the historic tradition of samurai warriors and their paederastic relationships with their 

pageboys.  This flourishing in contemporary Japan — mostly through popular ‘Uranian’ 

writing like comic books — extends to an interest in the Victorian and Edwardian 
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engage through a ‘Uranian approach’, a continuum that, given Davenport’s 

fiction, one must conclude shows neither signs of discontinuing nor of answering 

its own most puzzling of questions, ‘What if we were free?’   

This question may have a multitude of answers, many of which are 

morally reprehensible; however, the ‘elevated’ Uranians, whether Victorian or 

contemporary, provide very different answers to that question than do the ‘carnal’ 

Uranians, a point that is crucial to consider in any judicious approach to their 

writings and artworks.  The twenty-first century may indeed see the birth of 

another who, honey-fed on Davenport’s Utopian fantasies, will restring Johnson’s 

lute with gold, will further the Uranian continuum, will answer that question of 

‘freedom’ so central to Uranian thought — another who will warrant, for good or 

ill, the title Sanctus pæderasta, or The Holy Paederast. 
 

 

 
 

Double Jump 
Thomas Cowperthwait Eakins (1844-1916) 

Motion photograph, 1885 

Franklin Institute, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, USA  

                                                                                                                          
Uranians.  In the letter that appears as ‘Appendix Two’, d’Arch Smith relates:  ‘I shall 

also mention your work to a Japanese Uranian collector who teaches at university’.  For 

an elucidation of nanshoku (‘the way of paederasty’) during the Pax Tokugawa (1603-

1868), see Gary P. Leupp, Male Colors: The Construction of Homosexuality in Tokugawa 
Japan (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1995).  In a review of this volume in 

Contemporary Sociology, 26.1 (1997), pp.73-74, Stephen O. Murray writes: 

[Leupp’s book] documents constructions of male homosexuality that are quite 

different from the contemporary egalitarian ‘gay’ one […] While showing 

beyond any reasonable doubt that male homosexuality may be structured in 

ways other than it currently is, it also proves that there were conceptions (models 

even) of desires, roles, and of a ‘way’ of being before forensic-psychiatric 

discourse of late-nineteenth-century Europe supposedly created the first 

consciousness of a kind defined by same-sex eros.  (P.74) 
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Academic Study of Adolescent Boy, Seen from Behind 
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— Appendix One — 
 

 

‘Memoranda from Mr. P—’ 

The Pearl: A Journal of Facetiæ and Voluptuous Reading  

17 (November 1880), 598-601 
 

 
Mr. Reddie used to call me Petro, as a short familiar name; but whilst he lodged with me 

at my house, Brecknock Crescent, Camden Town (N.B. — This is where I first was 

introduced to Mr. Reddie), I was continually afraid he would bring himself or both of us 

into serious trouble. 

 Once, I remember, we went to Margate for a few weeks at the seaside, and the 

landlady of the house where we stopped had a very good-looking son, a youth not over 

fifteen, if quite so old.  Mr. Reddie was in love at once, but how to win the boy over was 

the difficulty. 

 ‘Petro’, he would say, ‘I must fuck that boy or go out of my mind from frigging 

myself as I lie in bed and think of him.  How can we manage it, old boy?’ 

 I recommended patience, and an opportunity would be sure to turn up. 

 ‘Treat him well, and let’s take him out for a bathe or a walk with us whenever he 

will go’, I said. 

 My advice was taken.  Young Frank was soon quite at home in our rooms and 

evidently pleased at being made such a favourite by the lodgers, who were always 

treating him to cakes, wine or fruit. 

 We took several promenades with him as companion, and in a few days he also 

regularly accompanied us and shared the same machine with us when we bathed. 

 How we joked him about his little doodle, asked him if it would stand stiff and 

about boys playing with each other’s cocks at school.  This was of course done very 

carefully and gradually, and we began to think him discreet enough as he had often 

assured us that he told no tales out of school, when we gave him shillings or half-crowns. 

  

 [At this point in the story, after playing voyeur through a peephole whilst 

the landlady, Mrs. Glover, masturbates, the narrator ‘Petro’ enters her room 

and her vagina unannounced.  After initially protesting, the landlady gives 

in to this near-rape scenario.  They then begin to sleep with each other 

every night, the narrator noting that this ‘liaison quite blinded her to our 

intentions regarding Master Frank’.] 

 

 We soon proceeded to all sorts of indecencies with the youth.  Mr. Reddie and 

myself would compare the immense difference in size of our pricks before him in the 

bathing-machine (Reddie’s was a very small one, not five inches).  We asked him to feel 

and judge for himself.  The very touch of his delicate soft youthful hand made the seed 

shoot from me, which you may be sure immensely surprise[d sic] the lad, and made him 

blush scarlet, so that we were afraid of having gone too far. 

 Another morning Mr. Reddie gamahuched him till he spent in his mouth and 

seemed to enjoy the sucking, after which we handled each other’s pricks and he amused 

himself with them, until we emitted our juice, mine spurting all over his belly as he stood 

in front of me.  Then we went into the sea to refresh ourselves and afterwards made him a 
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present of half a sovereign, which his innocent mother, I believe, thought was only a 

delicate way of pleasing herself. 

 A day or two after this, Mr. Reddie pretended to be obliged to return to town for 

two or three days and we easily persuaded Mrs. Glover to allow Frank to go with us, and I 

promised to show him all the sights, while Mr. Reddie was attending to his business; this 

she also took as another kindness to herself and we started on our journey. 

 We took apartments in town at the house of a Mrs. Anderson (an old friend of 

Mr. Reddie’s where he was always safe to do as he pleased).  They consisted of a sitting-

room and bedroom adjoining, the latter with two beds in it so that Frank had to sleep with 

either one of us. 

 Then we showed him a fine collection of coloured [photographic] plates of boys 

and girls, boys with boys or men, etc., some of the latter plainly showing they had got 

their cocks in their partners’ bottoms. 

 ‘You’ll let him do it to you, Petro, won’t you?’ appealed Mr. Reddie as he 

whispered in ecstasy:  ‘I shall soon be landed now!’ 

 There was no object[ion, sic] on my part; his little cock couldn’t hurt me.  

Besides, I had a great fancy for it at the moment, and told him he must put his arms 

around my waist and handle my cock and make it come. 

 Frank was quite pleased to try.  His youthful affair was quite stiff and hard at the 

idea of having a man. 

 We threw off everything and I knelt down on all fours on the hearth-rug.  Then, 

Mr. Reddie guided Frank’s prick to my arse-hole and he soon wriggled it in whilst his 

hand clasped and frigged my big cock in front.  It was so extraordinarily exciting to my 

ideas that I spent at once, and clasped one of my hands round each of his wrists to make 

him frig quicker; also to secure him in case he flinched from Reddie’s assault. 

 My friend had already got a finger well greased with cold cream up Frank’s 

fundament which the boy seemed to enjoy rather than not, as I might judge by the 

increasing activity of his little prick in my arse. 

 ‘Now, Frank’, said Mr. Reddie, ‘you will let me try to have you, won’t you, you 

dear boy?  It won’t hurt’. 

 I had previously taken a looking-glass from the dressing-table and placed it on 

the floor, so I could see every motion of both of my companions.  With one hand Reggie 

was caressing the cock and balls of the boy, as he fucked my bottom, whilst his right hand 

presents his prick to the tight little pink arse-hole which kept bobbling towards him. 

 Frank whined a little at the attack; but Reddie being small, as I have said, had no 

difficulty in effectually getting into him.  How his face flushed and his eyes sparkled with 

delight as he almost screamed out:  ‘I’m in, oh, delicious!  I’m landed at last, Petro, my 

dear fellow!  I’m coming — I can’t stop!’ 

 This made me come again and I also felt Frank spend at the same moment.  We 

kept our places and had another splendid bottom-fuck before separating. 

 My prick was too big to get into either of my companions; but I loved to have 

the boy fuck me, and frig me whilst Reddie had him. 

 The very thought of that adventure makes my old pego stand at any moment. 
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— Appendix Three — 
 

 

 

Old Bailey Proceedings, 5 December 1718 

John Bowes and Hugh Ryly (t17181205-24) 
 

 

John Bowes, and Hugh Ryly, of St. Pauls Covent Garden, were indicted for that they not 

having God before their-Eyes, did the former commit that horrible and detestable Sin 

called Buggery, and did against nature carnally know Hugh Ryly, the 27
th

 of November 

last, and the latter suffer the same to be committed on him.  The Evidence for the King 

was Gerard Fitzgerald, who deposed that having been in company with one William 

Burridge, and going late home between 1 and 2 o Clock in the Morning, being in Covent 

Garden, William Burridge said to him do you see the sport going on, shewing him as they 

thought (being at a distance) a Man kissing a Woman against the Church Rails, upon 

which he said let’s go see what for a Madam he has got there, but being answer’d no, 

since we make no sport dont let’s spoil any, they staid a little while till they thought they 

had done, then making up to them found the two Persons Mr. Riley undermost and Mr. 

Bowes upon him, Mr. Bowes Breeches being down about his Heeles, but Mr. Riley being 

nimbler had made a shift to shuffle his Breeches up by that time they got to them; that 

Rallying them for so vile a practice Mr. Bowes reply’d Sirrah what’s that to you, cant I 

make use of my own Body?  I have done nothing but what I will do again, that Riley 

hearing him call Fitzgerald, spoke to him in Irish, thinking him an Irishman by his name, 

but he did not understand him, not being so.  That Riley persuading them not to expose 

them offer’d to give them a Note of 10 l. to forbear, and said that Bowes should make it 

up Twenty; that he being unexperienc’d, and not thinking of delivering them up at the 

Round-House, did go with them to a Womans House near Charing-Cross, whom Mr. 

Bowes knew, where he asking the Woman if she knew him, she reply’d yes, and had for 

these Twenty Years, upon which he requir’d her to trust him half a Crowns worth of 

Drink to make him and the other Person drink, but she refusing to do it, two Pots were 

call’d for, which the Prisoners neither of them having money they were forc’d to pay for 

it themselves, that from thence they went to Mr. Vickers a Constable at the Angel and 

Crown in Hedge-Lane, where there was some offers to make it up, and the other Person 

Burridge, inclining to it, he did hearken to their Proposals, but being dubious in his mind 

did not, and that there being an offer of 10 l. Riley call’d for Pen Ink and Paper, and 

began to draw a Note, but in about half an Hours time they were carried away, Mr. Bowes 

to the Gate-House, he telling the Constable he was a Housekeeper, and Ryley to the 

Round-House, and the next Morning before a Justice, who not caring to Act in the Case 

without assistance of some of his Brother Justices order’d them to be kept till the 

Morrow, when several Justices meeting at a Vestry they were committed; that William 

Burridge was with him at Hicks’s Hall in order to find the Bill against them, and since 

had not appear’d he supposing him to have been brib’d to absent himself.  A Surgeon 

depos’d that he being sent by the Justice to examine Mr. Ryleys Posteriers, did so, and 

found the Spincter Muscle more Lax and Dilated than usual in a Person of his Age, which 

in Young Persons is generally more close and contracted, but how it might come, he 

would not take upon him to determine.  Mr. Bowes in his defence deny’d they were in 

Covert-Garden at all, he said that an acquaintance of his having newly set up a Tavern in 
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the Strand, he went thither to drink a Pint or two of Wine with a Friend, and staid there 

till almost 2 o Clock, this was confirm’d by the Drawer, who added he saw no immodesty 

acted by them there, and as he and Mr. Ryley, were coming home going toward Charing-

Cross, two Men came up to them and charged them with being Sodomites, and called 

them abundance of names, and follow’d them to one Mrs. Jacksons Cellar at Charing-

Cross, that indeed he had no Money about him having spent it, but that he was formerly a 

Woollen-Draper in Pall-Mall but had left it off, and now liv’d in Salisbury Street in the 

Strand.  He called a Kinswoman who deposed that she heard the Prosecutors demand 3 

Guineas in Money and a Note to make it up 15 l. But call’d none to his Reputation.  

Fitzgarald did not deny but Burridge did say to him, they offer 10 l. let us insist upon 15 l. 

but he did not directly agree, being suspicious of the Justice and safety of doing it.  Hugh 

Ryley pleaded in his defence that he was going home to his Lodging about 11 o Clock 

and met Mr. Bowes coming out of the Tavern in the Strand, who call’d him Mr. Nugent, 

that he reply’d his name was not Nugent, to which Mr. Bowes, made answer that let his 

name be what it would he would give him a Quart of Wine, that he did go in with him, 

and they staid there till 1 or 2 o Clock, and as they were going along the Prosecutor and 

Burridge came to them, and said they were Buggerers, and were responsible Men, and 

they would have Money of us, and Collaring of us carried us away. He called an Evidence 

who deposed that when they were at the Constables House at the Angle and Crown in 

Hedge-Lane, be hearkened at the Window, and heard them talking of a Note, and heard 

Fitzgarald telling one of them he had not spell’d his name right, and there was a talk of 

drawing the Note favourable.  He call’d some Persons that had lain with him, and 

deposed they never had known him attempt any thing that was immodest, and that he had 

been Servant to Collonel Paget, and was a Person of good character and fair and honest in 

his dealings.  He added that as to what the Surgeon had said be had been under an 

indisposition and taken Physick, which might cause that Laxness in his Body the Surgeon 

had spoken of; and added that he himself desir’d a Surgeon might search him, and called 

the Justice to prove it, which he did. Upon hearing the whole matter the Jury acquitted 

them. 
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— Appendix Four — 
 

 

 

Epithalamion 
 

 

Hark, hearer, hear what I do; lend a thought now, make believe 

We are leaf-whelmed somewhere with the hood 

Of some branchy bunchy bushybowered wood, 

Southern dean or Lancashire clough or Devon cleave, 

That leans along the loins of hills, where a candycoloured, where a gluegold-brown 

Marbled river, boisterously beautiful, between 

Roots and rocks is danced and dandled, all in froth and waterblowballs, down. 

We are there, when we hear a shout 

That the hanging honeysuck, the dogeared hazels in the cover 

Makes dither, makes hover 

And the riot of a rout  

Of, it must be, boys from the town 

Bathing:  it is summer’s sovereign good. 

 

By there comes a listless stranger:  beckoned by the noise 

He drops towards the river:  unseen 

Sees the bevy of them, how the boys 

With dare and with downdolfinry and bellbright bodies huddling out, 

Are earthworld, airworld, waterworld thorough hurled, all by turn and turn about. 

 

This garland of their gambol flashes in his breast 

Into such a sudden zest 

Of summertime joys 

That he hies to a pool neighbouring; sees it is the best 

There; sweetest, freshest, shadowiest; 

Fairyland; silk-beech, scrolled ash, packed sycamore, wild wychelm, hornbeam  

fretty overstood 

By.  Rafts and rafts of flake-leaves light, dealt so, painted on the air, 

Hang as still as hawk or hawkmoth, as the stars or as the angels there, 

Like the thing that never knew the earth, never off roots  

Rose.  Here he feasts:  lovely all is!  Nó more:  off with — down he dings 

His bleachèd both and woolwoven wear: 

Careless these in coloured wisp 

All lie tumbled-to; then with loop-locks 

Forward falling, forehead frowning, lips crisp 

Over fingerteasing task, his twiny boots 

Fast he opens, last he off wrings 

Till walk the world he can with bare his feet 

And come where lies a coffer, burly all of blocks 

Built of chancequarrièd, selfquainèd hoar-huskèd rocks 
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And the water warbles over into, filleted with glassy grassy quicksilvery shivès  

and shoots 

And with heavenfallen freshness, down from moorland still brims,  

Dark or daylight, on and on.  Here he will then, here he will the fleet 

Flinty kindcold element let break across his limbs  

Long.  Where we leave him, froliclavish, while he looks about him, laughs, swims. 

 

 

 

 

Enough now; since the sacred matter that I mean 

I should be wronging longer leaving it to float 

Upon this only gambolling and echoing-of-earth note   

 

 

What is                       the delightful dean? 

Wedlock.  What the water?  Spousal love 

 

 

 to Everard, as I surmise, 

Sparkled first in Amy’s eyes 

 

 

                      turns 

Father, mother, brothers, sisters, friends 

Into fairy trees, wildflowers, woodferns 

Rankèd round the bower 
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